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ABTABCK  COBTIDBBTZAl BBPOBT 

LAKZBAB-SOtfBDABr-LArBB OSCIILATXOBS AST» TBASSZTZOB 

OV A »AT PLATS 

Bjr 0. B. Sehubauer and E K. Skraaatad 

SUMKABT 

Osoillations la tha laalnar boundary layer on a flat 
plata and thalr relation to transition to turbulant flow 
have baan investigated. Tha investigation vaa eoaduetad 
la the 4i-foot wind tunnel at tha National Bureau of 
Standard! with tha cooperation and financial aaalatanea 
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautlea. 

The investigation reveals that laminar-boundary- 
layer oscillations not only exist but have charaoterlatloa 
completely described by the stability theory of Tollalan 
and Sohllehting for tha boundary layer la the absence of 
pressure gradient. A review of-the theory ia given. 
Oscillations in the laminar boundary layer ware discov- 
ered when tha turbulence in the tunnel was reduced to tha 
point where transition resulted from the oscillations 
rather than directly from the turbulence.  Such oscilla- 
tions, which are here termed "natural oscillation«," «ore 
found to result from amplification of small initial dia- 
turbanoea impressed on the boundary layer by the residual 
turbulence and the noise in the tunnel. 

The turbulence la the tunnel was reduced by damping 
aereena and the reduction war continued by tha addition 
of screens until a practicable Umit waa reached. At and 
near the Holt, the apparent turbulesoe, indicated by the 
hot-wire anemometer, contained a large amount of particle 
velocity resulting from sound. JDuring the reduction of 
turbulence, transit Ion  on the flat plate at sero pressure 
gradient was determined. The effeet of. turbulence and 
sound on the oscillations was Investigated. 

The characteristics of boundary-layer oscillations 
ware atudied moat successfully when the oscillations were 
artificially produeod by a vibrating ribbon placed in 
the boundary layer near the surface.  OooA agreement with 
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stability theory was obtained, 
ent wore also investigated. 

Affects of pressure gradl- 

Xransltlon resulting from oscillations forced on the 
boundary layer toy the vibrating rltobon was Investigated, 
and certain' conclusions are drawn regarding the nature of 
the-transition. 

I. IHTBODUCTIOX 

Iron previous Investigations, tooth theoretical and 
experimental, auch is known about the laminar boundary 
layer.  Its mean velocity distribution, thickness, and 
separation point may toe regarded as so well understood 
that little further study Is required.  When fluctuation! 
occur in tki laminar boundary layer, their origin, char- 
acter, and effect on transition from laminar to turbulent 
flew still present formidable problems.  It has toeen ob- 
served, for example, that the flow in a laminar boundary 
layer Is net steady when turbulence is present in the sur- 
rounding stream; tout, beyond the simple observation that 
velocity fluctuations exist, little Is known experimental- 
ly concerning the behavior of the fluctuations.  Transi- 
tion is known to depend on stream turbulonce and fluctua- 
tions in the layer are believed to be the primary cause 
of transition, but Just how the three are interrelated 
has nover boen completely understood. 

Experimental evidence indicates, in some eases at 
least, that transition results from separation of the 
boundary layer caused by adverse pressure gradionts; and 
tho view has been taken by Taylor (reference l) and other 
investigators that the local pressure gradients accompa- 
nying velooity fluctuations bring about transition In this 
way.  Isotropie turbulonce in the surrounding flow in- 
volves velocity fluctuations for which the pressure gra- 
dionts are known when the Intensity And the scale of the 
turbulence are specified, and relations Involving this 
pressure gradient and transition Reynolds number that are 
in fair agreement with experiment have toeen proposed. 
These relations are restricted to a particular type of 
disturbance but are useful for expressing experimental 
results en the effect of Isotropie turbulence. 

On the purely thooretloal sldo, attempts have boon 
•ado to account .for transition by stability considerations 
in which tho growth or decay of a small disturbance Is do- 
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teralnod by the klneaatlc viscosity of the fluid, the 
thickness of th« boundary layer, th« «pood outride the 
layer• and th» frequency or the wave length of the dis- 
turbance. Important contribution* to stability theory 
hare been aade by TeilmJen (refereneee 2 and 3) and 
Schlicht In« (referenoee 4 to 7). Experimental evldenoe 
hae eo far yielded only eeant eupport of the stability 
theory; and thle eupport hae eoae from experiments In 
vhloh the flow vae known to be of an unstable type: 
naaely, the flow In a divergent channel (reference 8), la 
a wake at low opcode (reference 9), and In an acoustic- 
ally eeneltire Jet (reference 10). So eupport hae ooae 
froa pact wind-tunnel experiment!, In which the connec- 
tion between the disturbance and transition appears to 
be aalnly through the magnitude of the dleturbanoe.  Zn 
ebort, the aecuaulated wind-tunnel reeulte hare led to 
the general opinion among experimentall ete that the 
preeeure gradiente aeeoapanylng any dlet-urbaaee In the 
•urrouadlng. flow cause transition whan such gradients be- 
come sufficiently large. Zn contrast, stability theory 
requires that the boundary layer be either stable or un- 
etable, depending aerely on the frequency or the ware 
length of the disturbances present; hence, the nature of 
the disturbance rather than Its magnitude Is the essen- 
tial quality. Experiment and theory have therefore led 
to divergent polnte of view and neither has fully ex- 
plained the nature of traneltion. 

Zn the present experiment It Is hoped that the two 
points of view have been brought Into eloser accord for 
one of the simplest, but practical, boundary-layer Prob- 
leme - that of the Slaelus distribution near the surface 
of a flat plate. The experiment wae originally Intended 
to be a general etudy of traneltion on a flat plate at 
•ero preesure gradient under conditions of low stream tur- 
bulence, one purpoee being to trace the couree of tran- 
eltion as near ae possible to vanishing turbulence. Thle 
purpoee wae carried out, but the appearance at low turbu- 
lence of an oscillation In the laminar boundary layer 
opened a new field of Investigation and led to an exten- 
elve study of the phenomena termed "laalnar-^oundary-layer 
oscillations."  Investigations revealed that the oscilla- 
tions were the result of amplification of saall disturb- 
ances In accordance with stability theory.  When the os- 
cillations were artificially produced, their characteris- 
tics could be studied In detail and compared with the 
characteristics preecrlbed by theory. 
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Zt letai evident from the results of this investiga- 
tlon that transition Involves two things: One it the dis- 
turbance Itself, It* origin, nnd its behavior in the 
boundary layer; the other Is the effect cf the disturb- 
ance, either produced in the boundary layer or entering 
from without, in bringing about turbulent flow.  Suffi- 
ciently small disturbances cannot produce transition, but 
a small disturbance may grow according to stability theo- 
ry until it le sufficiently large to cause the flow to 
become turbulent.  Xhe growing process is the link between 
the stability theory and transition. 

In most of the earlier Investigations, observations 
of the transition point were made but little or no ef- 
fort was- made to observe disturbances in the boundary 
layer before transition.  The first known observations of 
velocity fluctuations in the laminar boundary layer were 
made by Sryden (reference 11) but. In his experiment as 
in most others, the Initial disturbances were so large 
that transition occurred after only a small growth. 
Hlkuradse (reference 12) attempted to test the stability 
theory by producing sinusoidal fluetuations in the, bound- 
ary layer near the leading edge of a flat plate in water; 
but the results were inconclusive, partly because the 
artificial fluctuations, as well as general disturbances, 
were too large and partly because observations were lim- 
ited to the determination of transition points. 

The results obtained in the present Investigation 
can be attributed largely to the low level of turbulence 
in the wind stream and to the careful study made of veloc- 
ity fluctuations throughout the laminar boundary layer. 
Hot-wire anemometers cf high sensitivity and of special 
design made such an investigation possible. 

The Investigation of transition on a flat plats at 
lew turbulence was suggested by Dr. Hugh I>. Sryden, and 
the authors wish to acknowledge his assistance and many 
valuable suggestions in connection with the experimental 
program. 

II. SYMBOLS 

x   dlstanoe from loading edge of flat nlato 

y   dlstaneo from surface of flat plato 

U0  mean volooity outside boundary layer 
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••an velocity at a point la beuadary layer 

instantaneous x-coaponent of fluctuation velocity 

laataatanaoua y-coaponent of fluctuation velocity 

laatantaneoue fluctuation velocity perpendicular 
to U0 aad parallel to surface of flat plate 

• root-mean-equare values of u, v, aad w 

wave velocity 

2itf, where f • oscillation frequoney 

2n/\,  where \   » wave length 

amplification coefficient 

density 

viscosity 

V>/p m  kinematic viscosity 

dynaaie pressure 

boundary-layer thickness 

boundary-layer displacement thickness 

8* - 1.72 
vx 

for Bleslus velocity distribution 

B 

B. 

6* » 0.341 0  relation used by Tollalon and 
Schllchting (rof-erun.ces 2, 4, and 5) 

Uo6*/v • Reynolds number 

U0x/v  = x-Roynolds nuaber 

B • 1.72 -f^x    for Blasiua velocity distribution 
a 

-—*• —    •  Karman-Pohlhausiin parnaoter dx      V 
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ZXZ. APFASATUS AHD KKTH0D6 

1. Vlnd Tunnel 

The preeent investigation was conducted in the 4j~ 
foot wind tunnel at the National Bureau of Standards. 
The general layout of the tunnel l.e ehovn In figure 1. 
The flat plate was locatod vertically In the teet section 
with the loading edge 6 feet from the upstream end.  In 
order to reduce vibration, the test section of this tun- 
nel Is supported dirpctly from the foundation and is 
Joined to the reet of the circuit by only a sponge-rubber 
•o*l at oach ond.  The area reduction froc settling cham- 
ber to tost section Is 7.111.  The guide vanes ahead of 
the settling chamber were made finer than the others in 
order to reduce tho scale of the turbulence and to permit 
as much reduction In turbulence through decay «a possible. 
Since directional fluctuations In the horizontal plane 
were found to be large, .closely spaced stralghtenere were 
placed at right angles to and on top of the fine guide 
vanes.  This combination was in effect a honoyeomb and 
resulted in great Improvement in the steadiness of the 
stream.  Further reduction of turbulence was obtained by 
installing damping screens In the settling chamber.  With- 
out screens, the turbulonoe la the tost section was 0.27 
percent at 100 feet per second and, with seven screens, 
was 0.033 percent. 

2. riat Plato 

The flat plate was a commercial sheet of aluminum 
1/4 lnoh thlok, 4ft feet wide, and 13 feet long.  The lead- 
ing edge, which was symmetrical and pointed, was formed 
by the intersection of olroular arcs tangent to the orig- 
inal surface 4 Inches from the leading edge.  The surface 
was left In lte original condition and had a mirrorlike 
finish, marred slightly by small scratchee barely percep- 
tible to the finger tips.  »aviness was ouifce perceptible 
when viewed near grating lnoidence. A surface gage showed 
variations from approximately 0.01 to 0.08 lnoh over dis- 
tances from 1 to 2 feet.  These were bends in the plate 
evidently produced by the rolling process. 

The plate wae bolted along the top and the bottom 
edges to one side of 3-lnch eteel channels, which were in 
turn bolted to the floor and to the celling of the tunnel. 
The flanges away from the plate served ae rails at the floor 
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aad *t the celling for a carriage «a vhleh all exploring 
apparatus was mounted, fa« carriage vat «tapir a «tool 
plat« 3/8 iaeh thick aad 6 lnehee via«, with runners aad 
Cutdas at the «ad« ia contact with the rails. This plate 
wae thus parallel to the wind aad 3 inches froa the flat 
plate. All explorations la the boundary layer were aade 
88 inches or acre ahead of the carried« to avoid the lo- 
cal pressure field.  The carriage was propelled by hand 
frea the outalde ef the tunnel by a sprocket and ehaia. 

3. Control of Pressure Distribution 

In order to control the pressure gradient along the 
flat plate, the cross ssctlon of the working chamber wae 
varied by adjustable auxiliary walls on the rertleal sides 
Of the chaaber.  These walls were alualnua insets 1/16 
inoh thlok and 33 lnehee wide extending frea oppoelte the 
trailing edge of the plate to a dietanoe 4 feet ahead of 
the leading edge.  The sheets, mounted on screws, spaced 
9 laehee, aad threaded through the tunnel walls, wsre ad- 
justable to and frea the sides of the tunnel.  In order 
to prevent discontinuity at the top and at the bottoa 
edges, the sheets were backed by a stretched rubber dla- 
phraga; the combination of alualnua sheet aad rubber 
foraed a contlnuoue flexible wall that could be warped or 
displaced ae deelred.  The aaxlaua range -of displacement 
of these auxiliary walle wae about 4 lnehee. 

By this means the pressure could be aade to rise, to 
fall, or to remain constant along the plate.  (See curves 
A, B, and C, fig. 30.)  For aoot of the experiment the 
walla were eet for sero preeeure gradieat. 

The provision for warping-the walle into a bulge or 
a hollow did not prove so useful ae wae anticipated be- 
cause the effeot of the warp usually extended over too 
great a dietanoe to give the deslrsd result. Vhen it was 
deelred to produce a sharp pressure rise or fall, other 
devleee were used.  Tor example, an airfoil extending 
froa floor -to celling near the plate produced a sharp 
pressure fall followed by an abrupt rise. A pressure fall 
without a rise was easily produced by proper blocking of 
the stream. 

Although measurements were taken on only oae slds ef 
the flat plat«, the auxiliary walle on each side of the 
tuar-sl wer« given the sea« ahape for eyaaetry.  Boa« aeya- 
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••try nevertheless existed because ef the presence of the 
carriage and the measuring equipment on only on« «id« of 
the plate. Although tale resulted in greater blocking 
of the stream on the working tide, It was found that eon« 
excess blocking here was necessary to direct the flow at 
a «light angle to the leading edge cf the plate so that 
th« stagnation point wae displaced slightly from the 
•harp edge to the working side of the plate.  The transi- 
tion point was unaffected by the position of the stagna- 
tion point so long a« this point was not displaced to th« 
opposite side of the plate.  The slight excess blocking 
was therefore maintained at all times to prevent direc- 
tional variations accompanying the turbulence in the 
stream fron ever carrying the stagnation point to the op- 
posite side. 

4. Measurement of .Pressure Distribution and 

Determination of Transition Point 

A «mall pltot-statlc head wa« arranged as shown in' 
figure 2 with the impact tube in contact with the sur- 
face and the static tube parallel to the stream 1/4 inch 
from the surface.  This combination was carried on an arm 
attached to the carriage 28 lncho-s to the roar and could 
•lid« foro and aft with fork-like guides and impact tube 
always in contact with the surface.  3oth tubes were made 
from thin-wall nlokel tubing with 0.04-inch outside diaffl- 
etor.  Tho impact tube wn« flattened on tho end to form a 
•lit 0.007 Inch wide, tho center of which was 0.006 inch 
from the surface when the tube was In contact.  The atat- 
lo tube had four 0.008-inch holes drilled through the 
wall, 8  diameters from the closed end. 

Only the static tuba of this Instrument' was used whan 
pressure distributions were measured and both tube* were 
used when transition points were determined.  Traverse« 
war« always hoxlsontal and usually mad« along the center 
line of the plate.  The static pressure was thus measured 
1/4 Inch from th« surface, which for moat of the surface 
corresponded to a position outside tho boundary layer. 
A large variation, of pressure normal to th« surface wa« 
found near the leading edge where the pressure distribu- 
tion was determined by the shape of the leading edg«. 
Also, pressure effect« caused by wavlnesa of the surface 
depended on the distance from the «urface.  Since the 
former variation« wore confined to the first 6 lnche» from 
th« leading edg« and the latter ware «mall, variation« 
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la prmur» 1B the 1/4-laeh distance normal to the surface 
war« neglected. 

The detection of 
od dependa on the var 
near the aurface, whl 
tlon of shearing atre 
euro decrease» with d 
Beginning of transltl 
tlon region, and agal 
the preaent work, the 
aa the beginning of t 
pressure following th 
turbulence was fully 

transition by the surface-tube meth- 
latlon with x of impact pressure 
ch corresponds closely to the varla- 
ss at the surface.  This Impact pres- 
lstanca fron the leading edge to the 
on, then rlsea through the tranel- 
n falls In the turbulent region.  In 
point of minimum pressure was taken 
ranaition and the point of maximum 
e rise was taken as the point where 
developed. 

6. Determination of Boundary-layer Thickness 

Velocity distributions across the boundary layer were 
determined by traversing normal to the surface with a 
flattened impact tube similar to the surface tube.  Thla 
tube was carried on an arm similar to the one shown with 
the hot-wire anemometer attached in figure 3.  Both the 
aieroaeter screw i. and the fulcrum B were held In con- 
tact with the surface of the plate by the rigid arm ex- 
tending rearward to the carriage, and motion of the Impact 
tube to and from the surface was obtained by rocking the 
arm about the fulcrum by moans of the screw.  The velocity 
distribution» were used to determine  8*.  Vhen the pres- 
sure gradient was tero, the measured values.of 8* were 
la agreement, with those calculated by the Blaelus formula 

Whenever the Value of 8 Was needed for presenting re- 
sults obtained at cero pressure gradient, the value cal- 
culated by this formula was uaed. 

Tollmlen and Sehllchting (references 2, 4, and S) 
uaed a constant In the above formula equal to 1.73 for 
computing A .  More reoent values of the constant are 
1.7207 given by Sryden (reference 11) and 1.7208 given by 
Goldstein (reference 13). A value of 1.72 Is therefore 
uaed la the present work. 
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6. Hot-Wire Turbulence Iqulpment 

A variety of apparatus, such as amplifiers, bridges, 
potentiometers, oscillators, oscillographs, and numerous 
types of hot-wire anemometer, comes under the heading of 
hot-wire eaulpment for measuring turbulence.  Amplifiers 
with attendant power supplies and hot-wire anemometers 
are usually special equipment, whereas the other equip- 
ment Is of standard oomnerclal design.  Amplifiers used 
in turbulence work and circuits to compensate for the 
thermal lag of hot wires have, however, been standardised 
to .a certain extent and their essential features are de- 
scribed In the literature.  Two amplifiers, which were 
designed and built by W. C. Mock, Jr., were used In the 
preeent investigation.  One of the amplifiers Is described 
in reference 14; the other was a newer and more portable 
type with about the same frequency response but using 
capacitance compensation instead of Inductance compensa- 
tion.  Both types of compensation and the requirements 
to be met by each type are described in reference 15.  The 
theory pf compensation is given In reference 16.  When 
properly compensated, the over-all response of wire and 
amplifiers was uniform from 3 to about 2000 cycles per 
second. 

In all cases hot-wire anemometers must be calibrated 
by measuring the voltage across the wire at known air- 
speeds; or, if the anemometer is sensitive to direction 
Changes, it must be calibrated by measuring the voltage 
at several angles to the wind,  for this purpose a poten- 
tiometer is necessary. A Wheat stone bridge must bo used 
to obtain the resistance of the wire at air temperature. 
Throughout the present work, both in calibration and In 
use, the heating current wae held constant and only the 
temperature and the voltage across the wire were allowed 
to vary.  This condition wae maintained during rapid ve- 
locity fluctuations by a sufficiently large choke coll in 
series with the wire.  Amplifiers were calibrated by ap- 
plying to them a known alternating voltage from an oscil- 
lator.  By use of the calibration data, velocity fluctua- 
tions could be calculated'from the amplified and properly 
compensated voltage fluctuations across the hot wire.  A 
cathode-ray oscillograph was used for visual observation 
of fluctuations and also for making photographic records 
with a moving film camera.  wben observations were simul- 
taneously taken on two wires, an electronic svitoh was 
used in conjunction with the oscillograph. 
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7. Hot.Wir* Aaeaoaetere 

The hot-wire anemometers used her* »ay b* divided 
1st« two olaeses:  (l) Those uaad la the fraa itr««a to 
aaaeur* turbulence;  (2) tbeaa uaad la tha boundary layer 
to study oaelUatleaat traneitiea phenomena, and turbu- 
lano*. Anoaoaetero of elaaa 1 were designed for hieb 
aanaltlvity and for fraadoa froa rlbratloaal affaeta. 
Aaeaoaetere of olaaa 2 vara deolgaed for working naar a 
aurfaoe with a alalmua of laterfaranoa and with aa llttla 
rlbratloaal aotloa ralatlva to tha surface aa poaalble. 
Both types uaad platinum wlaa 0.00026 lneh In diameter, 
obtalaad by ateblac tho allTer coating from Vollasten 
wir«.  Tha atehad wlra waa aoft-aoldorad to prone« aada 
either froa flao eewlng aaadlaa or froa flaa eoppar wlra. 
Platinum wlraa of thia else wara adaquataly sensitive la 
lengths no greater than 3/16 lneh and. In tha rang« of op- 
erating ooadltloua, bad tine oonataata ranging froa C.0000 
to 0.002 aaooad. 

Anemometer* of ela*a 1 were made with a alngle wire 
normal to the wlad for measuring u*  or with two wire* 
aat at aa angle to tho wind la the form of aa Z for 
aoaaurlag v'  and Eaada of thaee two type* are 
eh own In figure 4*.  Both hare platinum wlrea (not visible 
la the photograph) aeroaa the tip* of the pronge; the 
four-prong head ha* the two wire* forming an X.  In the 
X-arrangement the wlrea lie ae nearly a* possible In a 
plane without touching and subtend an angle of 60 with 
each wire at an angle ef about 30 to the wind. Braeea 
of allx thread eeaented aeroaa the prong* about 1/4 lneh 
from the tlpa wer« neeeaeary to prevent wire breakage. 
All wire* were about 3/16 lnoh long. These arrangement* 
of wire*, take advantage of the directional characteris- 
tic* of a wire In order to obtain sensitivity to the com- 
ponent deelred. The sensitivity of a wire to direction 
Is' known to depend on the angle to the wind, being «ore 
when normal aad again when parallel.  Sensitivity to u 
la a maximum when the wire Is normal.  Since v and v 
are email. their prinelpal effect la to eause fluctuation 
la direction of the stream whea added vectorlally to V 
aad the effect on the magnitude of the Instantaneous ve- 
locity la insignificant. A wire normal to the wind re- 
sponds thus to u-flaetuatlons rather thaa to v or w. 

Aa X-arrangeaant of two Identical wires, each making 
tha aaae angle to the wind, with voltage opposed produce* 
a resultant voltage change only when the wires are dlffer- 

»trzj^x-ite****** ••••>- -y. vs ~" •.;,'- 'w^Mieisf^ärea^rV!:'" 
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eatlally cooled.  Shi« arrangement la then insensitive to 
tt but highly sensitive to direction changes la *he plane 
of the vires end heaee to v  or to w depending on the 
orientation of the plane.  Vhen fluctuation» are large, 
isolation, of »ingle ooaponent« In thii way 1* not com- 
plete and voltage ehangee are not exactly proportional to 
Telocity change».  If the fluctuation» do not exceed 5 
percent of the aean speed, errors frea these source» are 
believed to be less than 1 percent. 

The mounting« for the hot-wire heads are shown in 
figure 5.  The central member to which the head is at- 
tached Is held within the cylindrical tube by a rubber- 
band suspenelon and in this way Is Isolated from vibration 
frea the tunnel walls.  Vlfcratlonal effects wero net trou- 
blesome after a sufficiently "soft* suspension of this 
sort was used. The mounting for the X-wlres contains an 
angle-changing device for calibrating the wires. 

In the boundary layer only the u-component was meas- 
ured, except when one attempt was made to discover wheth- 
er the boundary-layer oscillation» had a w-eomponent.  A 
study of v was considered desirable but no appropriate 
hot-wire head of sufficiently small dimenelons was avail- 
able for the purpose.  Tor anemometers of class 2, there- 
fore, most attention was given to hot-wire heads with the 
wire normal to the wind and parallel to the surface.  The 
wire length wae usually 0.04 inch.  Tor traversing along 
the surfacs with the wire at a fixed distance, the wire 
was attached at the tips of prongs extending about 1/4 
inch forward from a small celluloid sled, whioh was held 
against the surface by wire springs from a brass tube at- 
tached to the carriage. A. sled assembly with two pairs 
of prongs for supporting two wires at different distances 
from the surfaoe Is shown In figure 6. Another sled was 
also used with two hot wires making a V  In a plane par- 
allel to the surface.  She latter arrangement was sensi- 
tive to w.  The sled was believed to be the best possi- 
ble type of hot-wire head- to prevent relative motion be- 
tween the wire and the surfice.  Interference effects 
were found negligible. . 

'or traversing normal to the surface, the hot wire 
was supported on the tips of steel sowing needles ex- 
tending into the boundary layer from the arm of the trav- 
ersing apparatus shown in figure 3.  This arrangement 
was aade sufficiently rigid to be free from vibration 
troubles but-was not appropriate for traversing parallel 

» 
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to the surface. A  coablnatlon of this apparatus with a 
•led WAS used when It was doslrod to keep on« wir« at A 
flxod distance fro« th« surface while Boring th« other la 
•ad out froa th* surfno«. 

I 

XT. filStfCTIOff Or BISSAU  TUBBULMM AHD J7MCT ON KlttTOLSS 

NUMBES Of THAKSITIOK AS Z2B0 PBCSSURX GHADIMT 

In the present investigation, effects of high streun 
turbulence were of little concern. Emphasis WAS placed 
rather on reducing the turbulence AS far as practicable la 
order to study the boundary layer vhea it was AS little 
disturbed frea the stream AS possible. The turbulence VAS 
successively reduced by placing various numbers And combi- 
nations of damping screens la the settling chamber. Tot 
each addition of A screen and for every recombination of 
screens, measurements were aade of u'/U0, v'/VQ,     and 
w'/üo  la the working chamber mad the values of &x    at 
the beginning And at tho end of transition were determined. 

So correction for wire length according to the method 
given in refereaoe 17 was made,, since the appropriate 
scale for v'  and v*  could net be determined.  Xf the 
probable order of magnitude of the scale Is considered, 
th« correction i»small aad is believed to be unimportant 
la view of the accuracy attainable in the measurement of 
low turbulence. 

Screens of flno aesh and small wire wore used la or- 
der that tho turbuloace produeod by tho screen Itself 
would decay rapidly. Bach seroea completely covered the 
cross section of tho settling chamber and. when more than 
oae screen: was used, a spacing of 6 Inches or more WAS 
allowed botwoon them. Preliminary surveys with tho hot- 
wire anemometer showed that the turbuloace WAS uniform 
ever the usable cross section of the stream and that lit- 
tie or no dooreAOo In turbuleaeo occurred In tho length 
of the working chamber. Tho turbulence could theraforo 
bo spoolflod by hot-wire measurements aado at ono point 
la tho working chamber. The moasuromonts showod that  v' 
aad w1  wore nearly equal to each othor but generally 
greater than Shis nonlsotrcplo condition Is known to 
bo caused by tho contraction of the stream froa tho large 
Area of the settling chamber to tho smaller area of tho 
vorklag chamber. Tho aoro tho turbulence was roduood by 

r—    ' .   „ , JJ... 'mm   • 
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the ndAltlon of sereons, tho loot thla difference became 
»»ad, finally, nanr the lowest turbulonee a'  was actually 
larger than V  and w*.  In nil cases tho turbulence i'n- 
croasod with tho wind «peed, an effect, that could ho part- 
ly aceountod for by the docroasing resistance eoofflelent 
of the screens with Increasing tpeed. 

As tho number of «croon» was increased, ft reduction 
In turbuloneo waa obtained with oach additional seroen 
hut by «ucceealvely decreasing amounts; and tho reduction 
by this means appeared to have reached a practicable limit 
when alx acreens were installed.  Xhe measured values with 
alx screens are given in table I.  It was believed at 
firat that a level had been reached nearly equal to the 
turbulence produced by the screens themselves,  i. 'finer 
screen than any Of the othera waa therefore added down- 
stream from tho six acreens already preeent.  Since no 
screens, with finer wirea than thoae already uaed were com- 
mercially available, a ecreen made from silk bolting oloth 
was installed.  Some further reduetion was obtained but 
not so much as was expeeted.  No attempt was made at fur- 
ther reduction.  She measured values of the turbulence 
at this lowest levol are given In table IX.  She x-Beynolde 
numbers of transition found during the various stages of 
reduction are shown in figure 7. the highest turbulence 
shown in the figure (0.342 peroent) was obtained by plac- 
ing a equaTe-mesh grid of 1/2-lnch rope, spaced 6 inches, 
In the settling chamber a few inehoa downstream from the 
aet of alx wire screen«.  Ihe transition point found by 
Ball and Hislop (reference 16) for their lowest turbulence 
Is Indicated in figure 7.  By definition, their transition 
point corresponds to the beginning of transition of the 
preeent paper. 

Zwo questions are raised by the foregoing results! 
(l) Vhy was the addition of the bolting-cloth aereen so 
Ineffective In further reducing the turbulence., and (2) 
why waa transition on the flat plate unaffected by roduc- 
ti«n of turbulenoo below about 0.08 percent?  She flret 
quoatlon ia answered in tho following section.  Tho sec- 
ond question is more difficult and an attempt will be made 
to anawer It only after boundary-layer oscillations are 
considered.  (8eo sootlon IX.) 

to 
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Vhlle the measurements of the low«it turbulence were 
la freer««*. It was not«4 'by the trace on th« «er««n of a 
cathode-ray oscillograph that th» velocity fluctuation« 
414 not hav« th« random eharaetar usually aeorlbed to tur- 
bulenoe, Vibration of th« hot-wire mounting was suspected 
but was rul«4 out sine« changes In th«, softness of th« 
mounting failed to change th« appearance of th« trace. 
Consideration waa next given to th* «ff«et of. wind-tunnel 
neiee and lad to th« startling conclusion that a reason- 
ably loud sound could Involve partial« velocities suffi- 
cient to produce an apparent turbulence of the order of 
that actually found. Tor example, a calculation baaed on 
a plan« wave with an Intensity of 106 decibels above a 
base levfcl of 10~9 erg par square centimeter per second 
showed a root-mean-equare particle velocity of 0.028 foot 
per second. At a wind velocity of 100 feet par second, 
this Is equivalent to an apparent turbulence of 0.028 
peroent, while the measured turbulence was 0.0315 percent. 
A few measurements of Intensity with a sound meter con- 
nected to a crystal microphone «how«d that the- noise level 
was probably bstween 105 and 110 decibel« at 100 feet per 
second. Since 110 decibels is equivalent to an apparent 
turbulence of 0.051 peroent, th» noise could- account for 
the entire hot-w.lre reading at this epeed. At the lower 
speed«, however, the noise intensity appeared in-sufficient 
to account for the measured turbulence. Since the wave 
pattern In the tunnel was very complex, calculations based 
em plane wave« can be at best .Only rough approximations. Tur- 
«aeraore to avoid the direct effect of the wind on the 
microphone, It was necessary to measure the sound level 
at a 41 stance from the hot wire. 

An analytic was made by a wav.e analyser of the spec- 
trum of the noise from the tunnel picked up in the tun- 
nel oontrol room by the oryetal microphone. A similar 
analysta **m»  then made of the output from the hot wire la 
the wind tunnel, la both eases the wind velocity va.« 80 
feet per second. A comparison of the two speotruae Is 
shown in figure 8. Since the distribution of Intensity 
with frequency i« compared here, uncertainties la absolute 
Intensity are of minor importance, She similarity of the 
curves Indicate« that, at a wind velocity ef 80 feet per 
second, a large part of the het-wire output is derived 
frea noise. 

\ 
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The value» of turbulenoe in tablea X and XX probably 
contain a significant contribution free noise, eepecially 
at tha higher velocities, k  largo part of tbe lnoroaao 
with voloolty la probably duo to noloa.  11 so. a u' 
groat or than T'  and v'  la evidence that not all tha 
contributing fluetuatlont were earrlod with the stream 
through tho entrance «one.  Since moot of the noloo cones' 
fron the propeller. It 1« obvious that damping screen* 
ean reduce only the true turbulence. On the other handi 
the addition of screen« must Increase the nolso because 
of the higher propeller speed needed to maintain a given 
wind velocity through the added resistance In the soreen. 
Xhese facts afford a satisfactory explanation of the ef- 
fective limit of damping screens in the present tunnel. 

Tlgure 8 also suggests seme Information concerning 
tho answfer to the second question posed in seotlon XT 
regarding the affect of turbulence on transition.  Since 
tha epeotrum of this apparent turbulence is unlike that 
of Isotropie turbulence (reference 19), such turbulence 
will probably affect transition in a different manner 
from Isotropie turbulence. Telocity fluctuations from 
sound Involve pressure changes not related to those of 
turbulence and Involve motions correlated over great dis- 
tances.  Since the proportion of noise to turbulence was 
lnoreased with each reduction of turbulence, anomalous 
transition effocte are to be expected. 

TI. LAMXBAS.BOVHSnaT-Li.TSR 08CXLLATX0HS 

ZXBO TBBSSUBX OBADISHS 

1. first Evidence of Oscillations 

When the stream turbulence had been reduced to nearly 
its lowest level with the elx wire damping ooraens, it was 
decided to investigate the-voloolty fluctuations la the 
laminar boundary layer itself.  Tor this purpose one of 
the sled-like heads with a wire sensitive t-o u was ar- 
ranged to slide along tha surface with the wire 0.023 Inch 
from the surface. With greatly reduoed stream turbulence, 
it was expected that the slew irregular fluctuations, re- 
ported for a much mere turbulent etream In reference 11, 
would "be correspondingly reduced.  Such fluctuations were, 
in fact, almost nonexistent; but, as the wire va-s moved 
downatream through the boundary layer, a regular oacilla» 
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tloa appeared, veak at flr*t bat with increasing amplitude 
a« the dlataaea dovnatreaa increased. Joet ahead of the 
transition, burata of vary largo amplitude oeeurrad and, 
at tha Initial point of tranaltlon, tbeee burata vere ac- 
eoapanlod by a breakiag lato aa Irregular high-frequency 
fluctuation eharaeterletie of turbulence. Beoorde of tbe 
oaelllatlona wore aad« by photographing tbe soreea ef tbe 
eathode-ray oscillograph vith a moving flla aaaera. Tvo 
eat a of auob raoerda are reproduced aa figures 9  aad 10. 
figure 9 above tbe progressive development of tbe oaell- 
latlona. tbe traeee at 6.35 and 6.6 feet already ohov 
tbe burata of large-amplitude oaelllatlona lnteraperaed 
vltb highly dleturbed turbulent aotloa. Tbe final record 
at 8 feet indicate! « completely turbulent boundary layer. 
the frequency of the oscillations nay bo Judged by tbe 
-L. second timing dot a. tbe eaae pbencaencn at a lover 
30 
viad epeed and at a greater distance froa tbe leading 
edge of tbe plate ie shown in figure 10. Here tha ampli- 
fier gala (magnification) was adjusted to keep tbe re- 
corded amplitude the same from position to position in ar- 
dor to bring out the weak aa veil aa the strong oscilla- 
tions. Ittention is called to the lover oscillation fre- 
quency corresponding in tbla eaae to the lover apaed and 
to the thicker boundary layer. 

It was thought at first that these oaelllatlona might 
possibly be due to ribratlon of tbe wire that gave rise 
to relative aotloa between tbe wire and the surface» 
tbla vaa aoon ruled out aiaoe changes in the hot-wire bead 
aad support failed to eaueo any change in tbe oaellla- 
tlona.  Furthermore, the osclllat1ons appeared to be defi- 
nitely connected vltb tranaltlon since the gene in vhleh 
they occurred alvayo preceded transition aad moved vltb 
it fore and aft along tbo plate as the vlad apaed vaa var- 
ied.  It could not bo aald vltb certainty that tbe oaell- 
latlona vero the cauaa of tranaltlon. alnee there existed 
tbe possibility that the boundary layer became shoek- 
exeitod by transition occurring a short distance dovnetreaa, 
giving rise to an oscillation that was possibly the result 
of transition rather than the cause.  The latter explana- 
tion vas ruled out by removing transition with an abrupt 
praaeure drop and yet leaving the oscillations totally un- 
changed at an upstream position.  The alternative conclu- 
sion, with no evidence to the oontrary, vaa that tranal- 
tlon resulted from tho grovlng of tbe oaelllatlona to the 
point vbere the boundary layer vaa so highly dlaturbed 
that transition occurred. 

I 
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It waa soon found that the hot wire oould «• placed 
at any cross •action of the boundary layer to pick up tho 
©•dilution», although the aaplltudo quite evidently var- 
ied with poeltlon.  She frequency remained the aaae 
throughout the section except very near the surface where 
there waa a suggeetloa of frequency doubling on the low- 
velocity part of the cycle.  Thl« effect at the 4-foot po- 
eltlon la ahown In figure 11.  Since the hot wire reaponda 
to negative velocltlea aa though they were poeltlve, the 
doubling wae believed to Indicate that the amplitude of 
the oaclllatlon waa sufficiently high to reverae the di- 
rection of flow during half of each cycle. 

i> V-wlre, sensitive to 
in the oscillations,  tittle 
and the relative amplitudes 
pared.  With the one except 1 
done with wlrea aenaitlve to 
difficulties no attempt was 
although It la shown by thee 
tion TI-2 that a v-componont 
the w-eoapone&t thus lndicat 
three-dimensional. 

w,  revealed a w-ocmponent 
work was done with this wire 

of u and w were not COU- 
CH cited here, all work waa 

u.  Because of experimental 
made to detect the v-oomponent, 
retioal considerations in sec- 
muet exiat.  The presence of 

es that the oscillations were 
* 

Because the effoots of noiae were ao much in evidence« 
It Bight be auppoaed that the oscillations were a reso- 
nant acoustic phenomenon arialng from acme frequenoy In 
the aound apeetrua.  Among tho evidence against this sup- 
position la that presented in figure 12, which shows the 
effect.of a tenfold increase in turbulence produced by 
the rope grid in the settling chamber downstream from the 
• lx damping screens.  Vlth the higher turbulence, it is 
aeaa that oscillations are present where they were absent 
before.  It thua appears that disturbances in the stream, 
possibly aeouatlc aa well aa turbulent, give rise to osoil- 
latlons which aie not themselves aound wavea. 

It waa believed almoat from the start that the oscil- 
lations were amplified dieturbancee, their purity result- 
ing from selective amplification of a single frequency or, 
at moat, a narrow band of frequencies.  Theories had been 
advanced to account for Just such an amplification but 
were often Ignored in experiment becauae no conclusive ev- 
idence in their support had been found.  In order to teat 
whether theee were in reality the amplified oscillations 
predioted by theory, frequencies were determined frea nu- 
aereua oaoillograma, taken at aa many poaitlona and speeds 
aa possible and plotted in an appropriate manner on a dla- 
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«raa derlvod from tbo theoretical results of Schlicht In«. 
The diagram with tha experimentally determined point« la 
shown la figure 13.  This figure will bs mad« clear by the 
theoretical dlacaaalon la eectloa VX-2 and will ba de- 
scribed la datall in aactloa 71-3.  For the present, It 
la sufficient to observe that the experimental points are 
distributed along branch II of the theoretical eurve( 
vhlch is the region la which tho points should fall if tha 
initial disturbances, out of which oscillations grew, 
have received approximately their maximum amplification. 
The oscillations arc therefore identified with those pro- 
duced by instability of the boundary layer. 

2. Theory of Boundary-Layer Oscillations 

Evidence has been found of oscillations of rather 
high purity result lag mostly fron random disturbance«. 
The oscillations observed at a fixed polat suggest the 
presence» of a traveling wave la the boundary layer. A 
theoretical answer la sought for the question: Bow can 
random disturbances produce a wave that looks closely si- 
nusoidal and has a single predominant frequencyT 

The superposition of small disturbance velocities on 
a uniform velocity la one direction presents to a station- 
ary observer the appearance of wave notion.  The motion 
nay be sinusoidal or Irregular,  J"or sinpllflcatloa, all 
tha disturbance velocity components are assumed to be 
sinusoidal of the same frequency.  In a uniform stream, 
this motion has tha attributes of a traveling wave with a 
wave velocity equal to the mean velocity of the stream. 
The amplitude Is the disturbance velocity with components 
u, v, and w,  and the pressure Involved is the dynamic 
pressure of the disturbance velocity. This kind of wave 
is Involved in ths application of stability theory to the 
boundary layer.  Only two-dimensional motion has so far 
been successfully treated.  la a nonuniform stream, such 
as a bouadary layer, the wave velocity, is not known at 
once but may reasonably bs assumed (and can also be proved 
theoretically) to be less than the maximum velocity of 
the stream. The characteristics of the wave will depend 
on the characteristics of the stream, such as the veloci- 
ty profile of a bouadary layer, and on conditions imposed 
on the mean veloolty and oa the dleturbance velocities at 
the bouadarles.  The theory treats the Influence of all 
tbeee oondltloni and how they determine the wave length, 
the wave velocity, .tad tho damping or tho amplification 
of tho wave. 
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Zn general, the disturbances responsible for wave ao- 
tioa la a boundary layer are random In character and the 
resulting wave notion la Irregular. One of the Important 
characteristics of the wave la Its ability to maintain 
iteolf against the damping action of viscosity or even to 
«rev by absorbing energy from the basic flew.  Since this 
characteristic depends on the frequency, certain compo- 
nent frequencies of an Irregular wave will be damped and 
others amplified as the wave travels downstream.  It will 
be. seen In section TX-3 tbat this process accounts for 
the relatively high purity of the observed boundary-layer 
oscillations. 

Energy considerations alone form the basis of an el- 
ementary treatment flrat used by Osborne Beynelde. Ac- 
cording to the Beynolde concept, growth or deoay of a 
dlaturbanco depeada on whether energy la transferred to 
the disturbance by absorption of energy from the basic flow 
or Is extracted froa the dlaturbanoa by the damping action 
of viscosity.  The flow of energy then determines the sta- 
bility of the boundary layer under the action- of disturb- 
ances.  Since the kind of dleturbanoe must be specified, 
this method doea not have general applicability. The flow 
of energy la, however, a fundamental physical concept In- 
volved In all theories evea though not explicitly stated. 
as an introduction to the aere advanced theories the en- 
ergy relation will therefore be derived here. The devel- 
opment follows essentially that given by Frandtl In refer- 
ence 80. 

A. Basic Bquatlens and Xnergy Relation 

la general, only two-dimensional flow with two-dimen- 
sional disturbances has been treated successfully la star 
blllty theories.  The basic flow la assumed to be steady 
and a function of y onlyi The basic flew It the bound- 
ary layer Is thea 

0 - f(y) 

T - 0 

The dlaturbaneaa are a function of 
and y    and are expressed by 

u • fi (x,y,t) 

r • f,(x»y,t) 

^I-V^'jar/Bfr, 
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The components of total Telocity are therefore 0 + u and 
T.  Since u and v are attuned to bo snail, the Havlar- 
Stokas equations become, after squares and producte of 
disturbance velocities and of their differential coeffi- 
cient! aro neglected, 

dt dx        8y \df*       3x*      äy*/      p  \dx      dxJ 

$ • v az - * (all • ££). I (» • &}        (2) 
at        az        \äai*     äy3/     P W     ay/ 

where p  It the pressure produced by the dleturbaneee 
and F  le the pressure due to the basic flow. 

Tho equation of continuity Ik 

ft*B- ° ox  8y 
(3) 

% 

•{V 

ST. 

3*' 

By subtracting from equations (ll and (2), reepeotively, 
the corresponding Navier-St okas equatlone for  u=v = p«0, 
the following two equatlone are obtalnod In torme of only 
the illeturbancee: 

at    3x    «y  V Vdxa  3ya>  p ax 

„ (§!* + £g)  - I 2» 
at   ax   w 37*/ p ay 
jär + u ar_ 

(4) 

(6) 

Aquations (4) and (5) are the fundamental hydrodynamic 
equations for small dleturbaneee on which are baeed all 
stability theories herein discussed. 

In order to derive an oxprettlon for energy balance, 
equation (4-) la multiplied by u and equation (5) by  v 
and the resulting equatlone added to give the single dis- 
turbance equation 

\ 
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Xt will be noted that the left-hand member of thle equation 
«Urea the time rate of change of kinetic energy, due to 
the disturbances, of a particle moving with ths basic flow, 
lakh term en the right-hand aide of equation (&) ie new in- 
tegrated over the region containing the disturbance, aa 
explained in detail In referenoe 20. She roaultlng ex- 
preeeion ie 

ft • - 'If "§-•*- \[f<£ - ©' » *<7) 

where  dZ/dt new repreaente the time rate of change of 
kinetic energy, due to the disturbance, of the fluid with- 
in the region of integration.  The firet term on the right- 
hand aide of equation (?) involvea the ehearing street 
p u v and repreeente the rate at which energy la absorbed 
from the haeic flow.  Thie energy ie added to that already 
present in the dieturoanee.  The eeooad term on the right- 
hand aide, whloh le ohviouely always negative, is the rate 
of dissipation of the energy of the disturbance hy viscos- 
ity.  The predominance of one effect over the other will 
determine the net change In the energy of the disturbance. 

The first term on the right-hand eide of equation (?) 
has an interesting physical interpretation.  First, if u 
and v differ In phase hy 90°, ae in the ueual wave mo- 
tion,  u v will vanish over one complete cycle and no en- 
ergy can be absorbed from the basic flow.  Second, since 
dO/dy  le positive,  u v must he negative, if the dis- 
turbance ie to receive energy from the basic flow. Theae 
and other conditions are treated in the more advanced the- 
ory to be eonaldered next. 

B. General Disturbance Equation and Solution* 

lord Rayleigh (reference 21) appeara to have been the 
first to outline a more general mathematical theory to 
which numeroue Investigators have contributed. The mathe- 
matical difficulties are ao great that the basic voloolty 
profile  (U «= f(y)) was usually approximated by a straight 
line or segment« of straight linos.  This Imposed serious 
limitations on the generality of the results.  Tiotjens 
(roferonoe 22) was the first to apply Kayloigh's theory to 
profiles intended to reproduoe flew along a wall but his 
solution suffered from the serious limitations Just men- 
tioned.  Important advances have been mads by Tollmion 
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(references 2 and 3) «ad Schlicht In« (references 4  to 7)» 
vhe successfully applied the theory to curved profile» 
Intended to represent actual velocity distributions. 
Thslr aost complete solutions apply to an approximation 
of the Blaslus distribution,  for this distribution 
Schlichtlng18 work (references 4 and 5} is particularly 
eoaplete and his results art used hero for eoaparlsoa 
with experimental results.  The following outline of the 
theory Is taken largely from references 4 and 5 with oo- 
eaatonal help froa reference 3. The physical basis for 
the theory, the steps in the solution, and ths »ore Im- 
portant results are given here. The mathematical aspect« 
of the problem are discussed in the original refereaeee. 
Ären in the original references details of the computa- 
tions are lacking and checking of results is difficult. 

From the basic equations (4) and (5), the pressure 
teras are eliminated by differentiating equations (4) 
and (5) with respect to y and x,  respectively, aad 
subtracting the seoond froa the first. The result is a 
linear homogeneous equation in u and r: 

+ V d
au + du du + r 
dxdy  dy dx 

d"tf + dv dV d«v 
dr' dy dy  dxdt 

Pd*v 
dx* 

. u (-£*- • d\ a3r a\ 
^x'dy  dy3  dx3  dy'dx :") 

(e) 

The disturbance velocities may be expreesed la teras 
of a streaa function V,  such that 

-I* 1 
V • - 

dx 

(9) 

Any periedle disturbance »ay be repreeoated by a Fourier 
series.  Since equation (8) is linoar and hoaogeneoue in 
u and  v,  its behavior nay be investigated by using a 
slaglo tora of tho series. This amounts to assuming a 
perledlo disturbance whoeo stream function has the fora* 

* - T(y) oxp [Kox - M.)J - F(y) exp [i«(x - otfl (10) 

' .. • i.'. .JtP^TT 
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where »(jr)  repreeenta the Initial aaplltudo of tho etroam 
function which dopende only en y, a • 2n/\  «hero X  1» 
tho wave length, and  t  Is the time.  Slnco  P  and hence 
e are generally oomplox quantities, equation (10) nay he 
written 

* - T(y) oxp + i i(ax - (Pr 

« r(y) oxp 

Pt) t)l 

ia(x - (cr + 1 et) t)l (11) 

where  Pr,  tho roal part of P.  it the angular Telocity 

or  2trf (f • frequency);  P^,  the imaginary part of P, 
la the coefficlont of amplification or damping, depending 
on whether it is positive or negative; and  cr = Pr/a  *• 
the velocity with which the phaao progresses and will ho 
tarmed simply  "wavo velocity." 

When equation (8) ia written in terms of the atreaa 
function and substitution is made for ty  in accordanoe 
with the second of equations (10), the reault ia 

(U - e) (*» - o»?) - U"T Ä<»" 2a8F" + a*r)  (12) 

whore the primes represent differentiation with respect to 
y.  Aquation (13) ia a homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the fourth order with a general solution of 
the form 

Oi*i + 0S oara + (U*. 4*4 (13) 

\ 

whore Tx, ,, Tg, and T4  are the particular solutions 
and Cla Ca, C3, and C4  are the constants of integration. 
The form of these particular solutions depends on the bas- 
in velocity assumed, that is, on the boundary-layer pro- 
file. 

• solution of equation (12) was first obtained by 
Tollnlen (reference 2) for a velocity distribution in- 
tended to approximate closely a Blasius distribution.   He 
considered the ease in which amplification and damping 
wars absent, that Is, for real values of P  and o,  and 
obtained the so-called "neutral" oscillations.  Schlich- 
ting (reference 4) repeated Tollalen1s calculation and in 
addition treated the case for email amplification.  In a 
later paper (reference 5), Schliehtlng determined the die- 
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It was •••used that O*-- f(y) ud that T • 0.  Thle 
It äquivalent to ainilng a nonthlekanlng boundary layer, 
that 1«, constant  «,  and 1« the basic for aoet of the 
adverse criticism of the theory.  In a real boundary .layer, 
e  depende on x, V  - f(x,y), and V ** 0;  but the de- 
pendence of U on x Is small ooapared with the depend- 
ence on y,  and T is small compared with Ü. 

Blnee the purpose of the present paper Is merely to 
Indicate the method of solving the equation, the solutions 
will be indicated In general form.  The calculations have 
been carried through to numerical results for only a few 
velocity profiles. 

Squat1 
and eertain 
friction te 
The simples 
terms entir 
la put In a 
ber as one 
variable y 
Is 

on (12) is not readily solved in its entirety 
approximations must be made that involve the 

rme on the right-hand elde of the equation, 
t approximation le to neglect the friction 
ely.  In order to Juetify thle, equation (12) 
dlaenslonless form that has the Reynolds nua- 

of the parameters.  When the new Independent 
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obtained by solving the frictlonleea aquation 

V  - o 
<#« •'#> 

Jtit 
(15) 

s* 

ED 

The aolutlona are expreaeed «a power aerlea developed 
about the y. 

eal point. 
where 

o 
ye  la the position of the erltl- 

Xheae aolutlona are 

A     (r-yc> /. .  (y-ye>   (y-yc)! 

+ 1+1). 

S'a 

(y 

(16) 

J 
ye) 

+ bs 
(y - yc)

a 

(17) 

whore U.  and TJ1 are the value» of  U"  and U'  at e   -c 
the erltloal point.  While  02  la regular throughout the 
whole layer,  03  possesses a singularity at the critical 
point and a oorreetion to equation (17) must be found by 
another approximate solution that takes into account the 
friction at the critical point.  This second approxima- 
tion to eauatlon (14), valid In the neighborhood of the 
orltieal point, results from neglecting all out the larg- 
est of the friction terns. 

Tor thia purpose a new Independent variable  fl 
Introduced, defined by 

la 

-i/s 

H m   ((I (rtf\ 

Trom this It le se»n that i\     la a dimensioniere variable 
which la eaual to aero at the orltieal point y • y0, 
poaltive for y > y0,  and negative for y < ye.  Eaua- 
tlon (14) la now written with « as the independent 

0.  Since this eauatlon will be used in the 

yc.     °    can bo approximated by 

variable for 

vlolnlty of  y 

\ 
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where H*1'»*8' art Henkel funotloae of the first and 
eacond kind.  Aquation (20) la valid all the way to tha 
surface.  It la found that  03  dlalnlahaa vary rapidly 
fro« tha aurfaoa outward and la therefor« important only 
near the aurfaoa.  On the other hand,  jD4  lnereaaaa 
rapidly with  y  and will not satisfy tha requirement 
that  0-0  at  y « OD; hence,  C«  in aquation (13) la 

sot equal to zero.  The general aolutlon of equation (14) 
•ay then to written 

t  - Mi '• Oa*a • C303 (22) 

0.  Characteristic-Value Problem 

Tha stability investigation la a characteristic-value 
probloa - that la, one In which the boundary conditions 
afford sufficient equation« between the aolutlon« at tha 
boundaries to determine the valuea of the parameters for 
which aquation (14) is satisfied, those values being the 
eharaoteristlo values.  At y «= S  where U • U0 « con- 
stant, the solutions of equation (14) are of the simple 
for* 

exp (-*•• ft) 
\ 

axp <— b) 
Tha solution with the positiv« exponent must bo Ignored 
as it is Infinite at y • ».  As the outor boundary con- 
dition, then,  0'/0 - - as*.  Slnoe  03  baa already die- 
appeared at the outer boundary, the result le 

Oi(0is + *o»0l6) + Ca(0a6 + a»»0a6) - 0 

or 

ca*i8 * ca*aj • ° (33) 

whore the subsarlpt 
outor boundary and 

6    ind£oates  the  aolutlon  at the. 
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*»« - 0i8 • «*•#», 

*»a - 0as • a«*0ta 

urfae« 

°101o * C»^0 • OS0an - 0 w      o 

c»*»0 * o.0io • 0,0^ . o 

(34) 

(86) 

where the subscript  o denote* solution on the surface. 

If 0  in equation (23) does not vanish identically, 
the following deteralnant of the boundary solutions, 
foraed froa equations (33), (84), and (85), must equal ••rot 

•»• » 35 

K 

•olrln« the determl 

o   *»0 

nant gives 

K. 

*»o  *«.*»a-- 0in*a« 

K    '•,•»• - 0lo«,8 (86) 

The left-hand side of eeuatlon (36) 1« a function of 
*10,  where  n0  Is the value of n  at the surface.  Sinoe, 
ejr equation (IS)  n' is a function of the paraaeters at * 
and R,  the left-hand side of eouatlon (36) ia also a 
funotlon of these paraaeters.  The right-hand side of 
• ouation (36) la a function of the paraaeters  a6 *  and 
o/U0,  Denoting the left-hand side by  0 and the right- 

i  I 
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hand aid« by 8 glvee 

0(i»0) - B(o6". */U0) (87) 

Iquatlon (27) la complex and »ay be aaparatad Into two real 
aquation« by separating raal and Imaginary -part«.  Between 
thaaa two equation! any ona of tha three unknown paran- 
•tara,  o6", B, and c/U0,  nay be ellnlnated and a rela- 

tion betwaan the other two found.  Thi« has baan done by 
both Tollmlen and Schllchtlng for e  raal, that la, for 
oaoillatlona neither amplified nor damped.  Tor thla ea«e, 
aquation (87) nay be written 

°n<"on> Ia(an«-. cr/TJ0) (38) 

where the eubeorlpt denote« neutral oaoillatlona.  If 
la- ellnlnated, a relation between ae* and a la 

found.  Thl» gives the theoretical neutral ourve ahown In 
figure« 20, 26, and 27.  By eliminating a&* the relation 
botwoan or/U0  and B,  ahown In figure« 26 and 33, la 

found.  Recombination of thaaa quantities result« In 
»rw/Ue plotted In figure« 13, 16, 17, 19, and 24. 

C  o 
Tha curve« Just mentioned attend only to the maxlmun 

value« of B that are'of praotloal lntereat.  Tollmlen 
polnta out In rafarance 2 that both branohoe 1 and II of 
thaaa curves approach tha a*-axia ae  & approach«« Infin- 
ity.  Braneha« I and II therefore meet at Infinity and 
forn a oloaad curve.  Amplification ooeurs within tha 
region enoloeed by the curve.  Damping oooure in all other 
region«. 

Tha valuae of the parameter« are given in table III. 
Tha computation» were nade by a oomblnatlon of analytioal 
and numerical method«.  It may be pointed out that the 
values obtained by Tollmlen and Sohllohting «how some dif- 
ferences.  These are probably due to difference« in the 
detail« of the computation«.  Value« plotted in the fore- 
going figures and appearing in table III are Sohlichtlng1« 
results. 

Sohllohting extended the calculations to include 
•mall amplification, applying only in th* neighborhood of 
the neutral ourve.  The calculations were oarrled out, not 
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irles de- 

(39) 
0(n0) It found hy c 

»(«.) - »(".») * ("o " "on> a'(non> * ' * 

.nd • («*•. o/0o> 
l" f0UBd *7 

(30) 

With the values of » and X given hy eauatlon» (29) and 
(80), amplifications were determined near and within the 
space enclosed hy the neutral curve  B4 - 0.  Value« Be- 
yond the range permitted hy this method were determined 
hy interpolation, 'by assuming a cubic equation for  Pj^ 
at constant  8 that meets 'both tranches of the neutral 

curve with the. known elope -r-4- at these pointe. on 

Sohliohting's diagram ehowlng the theoretical amplifica- 
tion is given in figures .87 and 2B.  It will he noted 
that  Pi hae a maximum near the oenter of the «one and 

falls off toward hoth branches of the neutral curve.  In 
accordance with eauatlon (-11), amplification Of a die- 

turhanoe is expressed by 

ft • -/ 
M* (31) 
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are iBovn In figures 13, 19, and 30.  The maximum total 
amplification up to a «Iron value of- z, when disturbances 
of all frequencies art preeent, la determined by the eoua- 
tlon 

J 
(33) 

Sohlichting found that the relation between this maximum 
total amplification and the x-Reynolds number up to an 
Ex  of about 10

d could be represented by the following 

Interpolation formula: 

*(*») 
0.65 exp fo.665 x 10"8 Rx ) (33) 

The solution thus far hau determined several charac- 
teristics of the ware.  Tor any given value of E  and 
the frequency, it is known whether the wave will be ampli- 
fied, damped, or neutral. Tor a .given freauency the wave 
velocity is related to 0O  in a known way and Is constant 
ovar the oross section of the layer.  In like manner th« 
wave length is known in relation to  8*. 

0.  Distribution of Amplitude, Correlation 

and Jnergy Balance 

The cbaraoterlstie-value problem gives no informa- 
tion about the relative magnitudes of u and v nor how 
they are distributed through the boundary layer. How the 
boundary layer "vibrates," whether as ä whole or in parts, 
remains unknown. This la because the boundary conditions 
were used to determine only the parameters of the problem 
and not the oonstants of Integration, 

In a seoond treatment of the theory applied to the 
flat plate (reference 5), Sohlichting completed the in- 
vestigation by determining the constants in equation (33) 
for neutral oscillations, that is, for ß,   » 0,  Be was 
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thus able to calculate relative value« of u and •  and 
their distribution across the boundary layer.  The physl- 
oalljr important questions of the correlation between u 
and • and the energy balance were also answered.  The 
same approximation to the Blaslus distribution as used 
earlier was used here. 

Since absolute value* of u  and  v,  which obvi- 
ously depend on the Intensity of the Impressed disturbance, 
are of no Interest in such a treatment, one of the con- 
stants was left undetermined and for convenience was made 
unity.  Thus, 

to 
I 

and, from the boundary conditions expressed by equations 
(83) to (25), the following values for Ca and C3 aro 
obtained! 

*18 1 /»i» 

$18 

l 

• (34) 

/*18 
U as A. - A.) 

When the value« of the boundary solutions and their deriva- 
tives are known, ..Ca  and  C,  may be determined by eaua- 
tlon (34).  The general solution 0 is thereby determined 
except for an arbitrary intensity factor.  Trom the nature 
of the particular solution  0 has real and imaginary 
parts  0r and 0i,  which must be known with their deriv- 
ative« in order to determine  u and v. 

The stream function i|r  In eauatlon. (9) and the first 
of equations (10) are used to obtain the real part« of 
u v * 

JJ—    and    ü-,    eino«    1 • V0l
mf,  a«  follow«« 

-a- .  t |0r' eoa (ax -  ßpt)  - 0," «in (ax -  «pt) 1 

• . J       Mm 
£- - + Xa T0r  «in   (ax - Bpt) + 0t  coe   (ax - »rO j 
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where    I    la an arbitrary  Intensity  factor.     The eorre- 
•ptndlng root-aean-«quare value*  of    a    and    v    ar« 

e-^A77^ ia 

-A' * *S 

(»«) 

(37) 

An expreaalon for the kinetic energy Is readily obtained 
by «quarlng equations (36) and (37) and adding.  The cor- 
relation coefficient defined by 

X - 
U'V 

beooae« 

tr'h  - 0r0 r^l 

A*."* O0>/*O 
(30) 

Value« of u'/üo< r'/uo»  and K war« oaleulatad 
by Sohllohting for neutral ocoillatlon« corresponding ,to 
the following two points, one on each branch of the neu- 
tral curve: 

Branch H 
V «8» °r 

I 

II 

894 

.2070 

62.3 X  l<r« 

42.4 

0.159 

.251 

0.35 

.36 

The ralue of X was oh««en to give an average value of 
u'/U0 • 0.05 froa 6 to S.  Table IT give« the value« of 
u'/U0,  v'/Uo» <tBd * calculated by Sohllohting. 

•;# 

\ 
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It will be. seen in table IT that u»/ü0 - 0 at the 

eurfaoe aad »«»in at a point near y/« • 0.864 for branch 
X aad naar y/S • 0.774 for branch II, after which It 
again lncrea»»» for greater  y/6.  The values of «'/'» 
are plotted in figure 81, where the theory It compared 
with oxporiaent.  At the point» within the boundary layer 
what* u'/170 vanishes, a ISO0 phae» shift occur» in u, 

aeanlng that the Instantaneous u-ooaponont of the oscilla- 
tion Telocity 1» deoreaelng on on» side of this point 
While it 1» increasing on the other.  Ho such phase shift 
occurs in v.  Tahl» IT also »how» that correlation doe» 
exist between u  and v  and that uv i» negative.  This 
••an» that energy 1» drawn from the basic flow; and, in 
accordance with aquation (7), this energy must be balanoed 
by the dissipation if the o»oillation 1» to be neither 
aaplifled nor daaped.  Sohllchtlng evaluated both tera» 
in equation (7) by integrating from x « 0 to x  • X 
aad froa y - 0 to y » e».  The net flow of energy was 
found to be very nearly tero, which indicated that the 
esolllatlone were nearly neutral.  Thle result was inter- 
preted a» proof of the correctness of the solution to the 
characteristic-value problea. 

• phyeleal explanation of the correlation between u 
aad v  is attempted by Prandtl in reference 30.  It ap- 
pears that u and v would differ in phase by 90° aad 
uv would vanish in consequence If there were no phase 
shift in v produced by the viscosity near the critical 
point. The visooslty is thus responsible for the flew of 
energy to as well as froa the disturbance. 

\ 

X.  Solutions for Other Conditions 

Tollalen (reference 3) has attempted to generalise 
the solution sufficiently to Include boundary-layer pro- 
files with an lnflsetlon point, such as oocur with an ad- 
verse pressure gradient,  for such profiles ths sign ef 
TJN  changes froa positive to negative in passing outward 
from the eurfaee and, at the Inflection point,  U" » 0. 
The velöolty of the neutral wave is shown to bs equal to 
the stream velocity at the inflection point, and an Im- 
portant ooneeauenoe of this is the absenoe of a erltioal 
point at U » or in the solution of the frietlonleee 

equation (16).  The conclusion is that profiles with aa 
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infleotlon point are inherently unstable, although neutral 
ooolllatlons oan atlll exist.  These considerations sug- 
gest that an adverse' preoeuro (radiant la 'favorable to 
amplification. 

OOrtler (rafaranoa 33) bat inves 
wall curvature on the stability of th 
flnda that velocity profiles are unst 
sign ooeure In U" + V'/r,     where r 
ourrature of the wall.  If an lnfleot 
exlit», the point where IT" + V'/r  • 
the eurfaoe than the point where IT* 
wall and nearer to the eurfaoe for a 
Inflection point exists, a point wher 
oeour only on a convex wall.  It la e 
ourrature haa a destabilising effect 
vature haa a stabilising effeot. 

tigated the effect of 
e Boundary layer and 
able If a change of 
If the radlua of 

Ion point  (U" » 0) 
0 la farther from 
• 0  for a coavex 
ooneav« wall.  If no 
a Ü" • U»/r • 0 oan 
onoluded that oonvex 
and that concave our- 

Solutlone for profiles with inflection point« are 
given in referenoee 8 to 10.  Rosenbrook (referenee 8) 
investigated the flow through a diverging ohannel as the 
channel waa towed through still water.  Streamlines were 
•ade visible hy fine particles of alualnua in the water 
•ad wait alike aotlone accompanied by the foraatlon of 
eddies oould he observed as well as the velocity distri- 
bution.  A solution, following Tollalen in referenee 3, 
was obtained for 8-ohape velocity profiles approximating 
thoae obaerved.  fair agreement waa obtained between the 
observed and the computed wave lengths.  Holllngdale (ref- 
erence 9) obtained the solution appropriate to the laminar 
wake formed in one ease behind a flat plate and in another 
behind an airfoil, both towed at low speeds through still 
water.  Oscillating wakes were observed at certaia 
Reynolds nuabers and the wave length and the wave velocity 
were aeasured.  Vlth the appropriate interpretation of 
theoretloal results, fair agreement between calculated and 
observed wave length and wave velocity was obtained. 
Savio (reference 10) obtained an exaot solution of the 
frlotlonlees equation (16) for the two-dimensional Jet and 
obtained expreaslona. for the neutral wave length and wave 
velocity in terms of eharaeteristles of the Jet.  She the- 
oretloal results were compared with observations of wave 
length and wave velocity made on an acoustically sensitive 
Jet and good agreement was obtained. 

Sehllehtlng (referenoe 6) has determined the effeot 
of centrifugal force by calculating the curves of neutral 
stability for a boundary layer developed on the Inner 

{*•-*• TT rw, ^rr-*! easssi 
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wall of a rotating cylinder.  In reference 7, Sehlichting 
ha« determined the effect of density gradient on the eta- 
Mllty of the boundary layer, using the approximation to 
the Slaslus distribution given In part B of .tble eeotlon. 
Veutral curve« outlining the cone of aaplifieatlon are 
given.  Stability la principally affected by a gravita- 
tional field In connection with the density gradient 
through the boundary layer. 

The aethode of Tollmlen and Schllehtlng have been ap- 
plied by Pretoeh (reference 24) to the boundary layer os 
bodlee of revolution.  The approximate form« of the gen- 
eral dleturbance equations fro« vhlch the four particular 
solution« are obtained are found to be the saae as those 
for the two-dimensional ease; the solutions are therefore 
the saae. The solutions are applied to the known velo- 
city profile at the etagnatlon point of a sphere and the 
curve of neutral stability Is ooaputed. 

3«  aaturally Jxeltsd Oscillations 

JTaturally excited oscillations are those originating 
froa the anpllflaatlon of saall disturbances naturally 
present In the etreaa.  These oscillations were treated 
la eeotlon VI-1 and their frequencies were experimentally 
obtained and plotted In figure IS. The oonoept of vaves 
running downstream through the -boundary layer Aas been 
introduced; the behavior of the oscillation« In relation 
to figure 13 oan now be dlsouesed. 

Ona important feature of figure 13 1« that the values 
of aapllfloatlon coefficient are positive within the sone 
enclosed by the neutral ourve* and have values reaohlng a 
maximum near the oenter and falling to sero on each bound- 
ary.  Outside the sone 0j  Is negative.  All disturbances, 
whether daaped or amplified, travel downstream and there- 
fore in the direction of increasing S slnoe s* lnereaeei 
With a.  Tor example, a fixed epeed U„ and a dleturbanoe 

of frequency auch that  0pv/u 
a  in figure 13 equale 40 x 

10" are ooasldered. Such a disturbance, if it began at 
the leading edge of the plate, would be daaped ae It passed 
along the boundary layer until it reaohed a point where £ 
attained the value 1100,  Troa this point to H • 2160 the 
dleturbanoe would be amplified and, as It passed beyoad 
this point, would again be daaped. If ij and Aa    are 

• 
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the amplitudes of the disturbance at the beginning and at 
the and of th* amplification tona, the ratio AaMj « 742. 
In other word«, the amplitude has Increased 742 tlaee 
while crossing the tone.  This 1« the total aapllfloatlon 
given by equation (31). k  disturbance of any given fre- 

VJI       quenoy will then he most highly amplified when It reaches 
»       hranch II of the neutral curve. 

* figure 8 shows that, In experiment, many freauenclee 
are represented In the Initial disturbance.  The fact that 
the ohserved boundary-layer oscillations contain one pre- 
dominant frenuency must he explained.  In order to deter- 
mine whether theory' and experiment are in agreement, the 
place on the theoretical diagram' where the predominant 
frequency should lie must he found.  Instead of travers- 
ing the diagram of figure 13 with a wave of a single fre- 
quency a« In the foregoing Illustration, waves of many 
frequencies, covering a wide range of values of  BrWU0

3, 

are supposed to enter the amplification tone through 
hranch I and undergo amplification at a rate determined 
hy their frequency as they prooeed to the value of ft at 
which the observation is made.  Initial dlsturhanoee are, 
of oouree, present in the houndary layer at all values of 
ft and disturbances enter the diagram at all points. 
Those entering this diagram ahead of hranch I are reduced 
hy damping belev the prevailing level of the Initial dis- 
turbances while thoqe entering hehind hranch I cannot re- 
ceive full amplification.. Disturbances- occurring at 
points corresponding to branch I have the largest Initial 
value and also reoelve- the -highest amplification and are 
therefore assumed t-o be the ones whose development should 
mainly determine th« final result at the point of observa- 
tion.  It will be not.ed that amplification increases with- 
out limit as the frequency decreases if no limit is placed 
on the Reynolds number.  The experimental observation, 
however, la made at a particular value of & and hence of 
ftx; under this condition it Is obvious that one particular 

value of  Bru/U0
a  will become more highly amplified than 

any of the others, this one having the maximum total ampli- 
fication given by equation (33) in terms of RT  and the 
initial amplitude Ax. This frequency obviously is the 
predominant one that should be found on the oscillograph 
records. The remaining question now concerns the posi- 
tion of this most prominent frequency on the diagram, 
that is, where the experimental points should lie. The 
problem then becomes one of determining, along what line 
starting from branch I and running parallel to the ft-axls 
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the total amplification 1» a aazlaua up t 
of S.  By talcing into account the raluos 

oy Sehlichtlng It wa« found that for unlf 
trlbution with freauency, thin lino Intro 
diagram along Branch I Intersects the pre 
B somewhere between the canter of the 10 
for more accurate results, Both the inltl 
trlbution and the damping prior to reachl 
auet he considered. The exporlaental pel 
inside the gone near branoh II. The agre 
ory la not perfect, since »any pointa lie 
and outalde the «one, hut la aa good aa c 
fro» observations of this sort. 

o a given value 
of 04  given 

crm energy die- 
duced Into the 
scribed value of 
ne and branch II. 
al energy dia- 
ng boundary I 
nts should 11* 
ement with the- 
on branch II 

an be expected 

She proceoa described hero la believed to be one of 
considerable importance since it la the proceea by which 
laainar-boundary-layer oscillations develop from initially 
raadoa disturbances.  In order to develop a pure oscilla- 
tion, Initial disturbances must be so small that a large 
aaount of amplification ean oocur before transition de- 
etroys the laminar layer. 

It has been pointed out that the oeolllatlone ap- 
pear to be three-dimensional.  Thle is to be expeeted be- 
eauae of the three-dimensional nature of the initial dla- 
turbancee.  The theory, however, ooneerna two-dimensional 
oeolllatlone and how thle should affect the agreement 
with experiment la not known. 

an apparent discrepancy between figures 7 and 13 
•uet be pointed out.  It will be observed In figure 13 
that oeolllatlone are indicated for B aa high aa 3120« 
Shis corresponds to an Bx  of 3.38 X 10° and, according 

to figure 7, la In the transition region.  She oscillo- 
graph records actually ahowed Intermittent turbulence, 
but It was atill possible to read oscillation frequencies 
froa nonturbulent parta of the reoorda.  The Halte of 
the traneitlon region are defined statistically by the 
•urfaoe-tube method.  She discrepancy la therefore only 
apparent, 

In connection with the aurfaee-tube method another 
effeot wae noted - namely, that a rise In the surface- 
tube reading waa noted a little ahead of the point- where 
turbulence waa Indicated by the hot wire.  Shla la be- 
lieved to be oaueed by a slightly modified velocity dis- 
tribution arising froa the shearing etreaa given by Sv" 
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in the oscillations.  The lower boundary of th« transition 
reel on In figure 7 le therefore • little too low, out th* 
displacement le oaall end nee no slgnlfleant offeat on the 
•hap« of the curve. 

Oo 
• 

Til.  ARTITICIAL KCITATIOH OF BOTHTDART-LATia 

OSCILLATIOKS, ZERO FRESSUR1 ORADIIHT 

It vti eoon realised that a etudy of boundary-layer 
oeolllatione oould be oarrled out to better advantage If 
they were not eaueed by aeeidental disturbances occurring 
in the wind tunnel but were produced by a controlled dis- 
turbance of known amplitude and frequency at some ohoeen 
position.  This was finally accomplished by the vibrating 
ribbon discussed in eeetlon TII-3.  While a search wae 
being made for devioee of various kinds that would ao- 
ooaplish the deelred result, effeots of sound were tried. 
Interference froa naturally exolted oscillations was 
minimized by aaklng the artificial disturbance* auch 
greater than the natural disturbances.  The bolting-cloth 
damping screen was aloe installed with the six wire 
ooreens, but the addition of thle soreen bad no detect- 
able effeot on the natural oscillations. 

1. Sound from Loudspeaker. 

The effeot of sound intensity on the boundary layer 
le of lntereet because sound le an unavoidable »ouroe of 
dleturbanoe both In wind tunnele and In free flight of 
power-driven aircraft. A 25-vatt loudspeaker wae accord- 
ingly Installed in the top of the tunnel at tho leading 
edge of the plate and fed by a variable-frequency oscilla- 
tor through an amplifier.  The lnteneity and the frequency 
were controllable. 

Interesting e 
example, boundary- 
will aerely by cho 
tlcular position a 
or 2 feet ahead of 
blnatlon of lntene 
dorn noise from the 
but th« effect on 
These were casual 
tatlve measurement 

ffeets were eae 
layer osclllatl 
psing the right 
nd epeed.  Tran 
its natural po 

lty and frequen 
loudspeaker pr 

the oscillation 
observations wl 
e. 

lly demonstrated.  Tor 
ons could be induced at 
frequency for a par- 
aition could be moved 1 
eltion by the right com- 
cy.  In general, a ran- 
oduced similar reeulte, 
e wae not so marked, 
th no attempt at quant 1- 
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When quantitative work was attempted, It became ap- 
parent that the complicated sound field In the tunnel 
wae a decided draw-back,  figures 14 and 15 show the dis- 
tribution of sound Intensity along the center of the work- 
ing chamber 3 Inches from the plate.  Figure 14 shows a 
standing wave at 48 cycles per second with either a node 
or a loop at the center of the plate depending on the 
type of microphone - that Is, whether crystal microphone, 
responding to sound pressure, or ribbon microphone, re- 
sponding to particle velocity.  This turned nut to be the 
fundamental frequency of the 12-foot tube formed by the 
plate and the tunnel walls.  The same standing wave could 
be eet up without the loudspeaker when the exciting fre- 
quency, came from the eight-blade wind-tunnel propeller 
running at a speed of 360 rpm.  Figure 15 showB the dis- 
tribution at 60 cycles per second. The ribbon microphone 
and the hot-wire anemometer show nearly the same distri- 
bution, as weuld be expected.  These are only a few ex- 
amples of the eound field and the change In distribution 
with frequenoy that serve to complicate any studies with 
controlled sound intensity. 

.Vhen the leudspeaker was used to excite osclllations, 
two procedures were tried:  (l) The sound frequencies 
that produoed oscillations of maximum amplitude at chosen 
velocities and positions were determined and  (2) a sound 
frequency and position were chosen and the velocity was 
then varied until the oscillations were a maximum.  By use 
of the sound frequencies read on the oscillator together 
with the measured U0  and x,  ßrv/U0

s  and H were cal- 
culated and plotted In figure 16.  The solid line is again 
Sohllohting1B curve of neutral stability enclosing the 
•one of amplification.  Slnoe both procedures amounted to 
finding the oondltion for maximum total amplificatira, 
the points should lie within the sone near branch II to 
be in agreement with theory.  In view of the difficulties 
encountered, the large scattering of the points is not 
surprising. 

Another application of the loudspeaker•consisted in 
directly connecting the amplified output of the hot wire 
to the loudspeaker so that regeneration could ocour,  Dis- 
turbances picked up by the hot wire were thereby fed baok 
as sound,- which In turn reinforced the initial dleturbanee 
whan the proper phase relation existed, causing the system 
to osolllate.  She resulting frequency was read from a 
variable-frequency oscillator oonnocted to tho oscillo- 
graph to form Llssajou figures with the hot-wire signal. 

I 

4 
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The frequency of regeneration was determined by the fre- 
quency response of the wire, the electrical circuit, the 
loudspeaker, and the tunnel as a whole, as well as by the 
preferred boundary-layer frequency.  Many frequencies 
eeuld be found with no wind and only by rejecting these 
"false" frequencies could results of any reliability be 
obtained.  The results are plotted on the usual diagram 
in figure 17.  Many of the points shewn evidently are hot 
related to the boundary-layer oscillations. 

2. Sound through Hole In Plate 

a localised disturbance was produced by bringing 
•ouad Into the boundary layer through a hole In the plate. 
At a position 18 Inches above the center line and 4 feet 
from the leading edge a --Inch hole was drilled through 

the plate and on the back was mounted a small headphone 
from a radio headset. This produced a three-dimensional 
disturbance emanating from a known location. 

* hot wire, mounted on the small sled like head, was 
arranged for traversing upstream and downstream at a fixed 
distance from the surface, usually along a line slightly 
displaced from the hole. A survey of possible types of 
measurement showed that the method could be ueed only for 
obtaining the type of result shown in figure 18.  With the 
regeneration hook-up, that is, whan the amplified output 
of the wire fed lato the headphone, the frequenclee of os- 
cillation were determined with the wire at various dis- 
tances downstream from the hole. The epeed was constant 
during a run.  Oscillation of the system occurred most 
easily for values of Ue less than 40 feet per second 
and with the hot wire lese than 0,1 inch from the surface. 
The solid curve« of figure 18 show the discontinuous man- 
ner in whleh the frequency varied with the distance.  Be- 
verslng the connections to the headphone changed the phase 
Of the Input by 180 and gave the results Indicated by 
the broken curves. 

The explanation of this sort of performance Is that 
proper phase relations had to exist for regeneration and 
that the frequency automatically decreaaed ae tho distance 
vaa Increased in order to keep aa Integral number of waves 
between the hcle and the wire. There exleted a preferred 
frequency band, determined by the characteristics of the 
wire, electrical and acoustic circuits, and boundary layor. 
Jumps occurred when aaother wave between hole and wire was 

i 
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added to keep the frequency'a» near as possible to the 
center of the preferred hand. The dletaaee between curves 
of oae type along any line of eonetant frequency le thue 
the wave length corresponding to that frequency. 

It le hollered that the frequency hand wae -determined 
•ore by the boundary layer than by the reit of the cir- 
cuit when the wire wae far from the hole and that the pre- 
ferred frequenoy wae that for which amplification wae a 
maximum over the path from hole to wire.  The frequency 
midway between the extreme« and a« far ao poselble froa 
the hole wae therefore read from eete of curves for dif- 
ferent wind velocities like that in figure 18 and placed 
on the usual Sehllehting diagram.  The result is shown in 
figure 19.  The path ovar which amplification could take 
place is indicated by the horlsontal line connected to 
eaeh point. 

Since the wave lengths corresponding to these fre- 
quencies were now known, it became possible for the first 
tine to plot the results in terms of aS  and H.  The 
theoretical curve and the experimental results arc shown 
in figure 20.  The lines of total amplification for con- 
stant  Brv/U0

3,  corresponding to those in figure 19, aro 

known.  The paths over which amplification could occur 
In the experiment aro represented as beforo by linos ex- 
tending from each point.  Figures 19 and 20 generally 
show the kind of results predicted by theory, if the fre- 
quency and wave length are determined mainly by the char-' 
acteristios of tho boundary layer. 

I 

3. Xxeltation by Vibrating Bibbon 

A. The Ribbon 

all attempts 
wires vibrating in 
disturbance of the 
wires large enough 
transition.  Tlat 
self-induced flutt 
carried with them 
stream.  A thin fl 
edgewise to the fl 
few thousandths of 
found capable of e 
duced no detectabl 

to-excite boundary-layer oscillations by 
the boundary layer failed because tho 
eddying wake from the vibration of 
to affect the layer produced early 
strips outside the layer suffered from 
or and also had troublesome wakes that 
fluctuating pressure fields far down- 
at ribbon of phosphor bronso, placed 
cw in tho boundary layor and only a 
an inch from the surface, was finally 
soillatlng the boundary layer but pro- 
e effect when not vibrating.  Tho ribbon 
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waa driven la and ent fro« the eurfaoe by passing through 
it a saall currert of the desired frequency In tba prea- 
aaea of a strong aagnetlc field fro« aa eleetroaagnet on 
the opposite aide of the plate. 

Several ribbon» were tried te fiad the beet width, 
dietanoa fron eurfe.ce, and length of vibrating apan. All 
rlbbone were 0.002 inch thick.  Vldtha ranged froa l/16 
to 1/4 lach; dletaaeoa froa surface, froa 0.006 te 0.016 
laehi and vibrating segments, froa 6 .to 12 inches.  None 
of theaa factors appeared to affect the perforaanoe to 
any noticeable extent. -X  certain aaount of tension was 
necessary for stability.  Vhen it was desired to place' 
the resonant frequency above the working range, high ten- 
aloa was necessary. 

After thla preliminary work, a ribbon 0.1 Inch wide 
and 3 feet long waa installed 4 feet froa the leading 
edge of the plate. At a distance of 6 inches frea each 
slda of the center line of the plate, two stripe of 
"Scotch" cellulose tape were laid on the eurfaoe for insu- 
lation and spacing. Another atrip of tape waa then laid 
oa the ribbon to hold It firmly In contact with the tape 
on the plate, except for the segment 12 lnohee long at the 
center.  Bubber bände at the enda supplied the tension,. 
The 12-inch segment at the center wae 0.0*06 Inch froa the 
surfaoa and waa free to vibrate under the action of the 
current and the magnetic field. Examinations with a al- 
oroaeope ehowed that the ribbon vibrated to and- froa the 
eurfaoe In a single loop.  The same oscillator and aapli- 
fler that had been used for the loudspeaker were found to 
furnish ample power for driving the ribbon.  Different 
positions for the ribbon were chosen to cover a large 
range of Beynolds nuaber but the method of attaehaaat waa 
alwaya the saae. Distance froa tbo eurfaoe varied some- 
what for different installations. 

f 

8. Procedure 

Two hot vires, oao 0.010 Inch and tba other' 0.110 
ineh froa the surface, both sensitive oaly to u, were 
aounted on the small slledllke head and arranged for 
sliding upatreaa and downstream along the center line of 
the plate with the distance of the wires froa the surfaoa 
fixed, The fluctuation» Introduced Into the boundary 
layer could be picked up by either hot wire. The wave 
fora shewed acaa distortion for an lach or so behind the 
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ribbon but la general became" nearly sinusoidal at greater 
dlstaneaa.  Frequencies amplified by tha boundary layar 
•hewed increasing aaplltnda with Increasing dlstanee from 
the ribbon, while those daaped showed decreasing ampli- 
tude.  Tor auch of the working region the oscillations 
eould probably be regarded as two-dimensional but no at- 
tempt wae a«de to verify this assumption. 

Just as for the 
the hole in the plat 
late by connecting t 
to the ribbon. Curv 
obtained and, from t 
figures 19 and 20 we 
be used for applleat 
portent, very little 
hook-up. 

loudspeaker and the headphone behind 
e, the system eould be made to oscil- 
he amplified output of the hot wire 
es like those ehown In figure 18 were 
hem, three points plotted In each of 
re obtained.  Since the ribbon eould 
lone that were believed to be more tm- 
work wae done with the regeneration 

The wave length was determined In the following sim- 
ple manner:  The input to the ribbon from the oscillator 
was connected to one pair of platee in the cathode-ray 
oscillograph and the output from the wire was connected 
to the other pair, k   stationary Llssajou figure consist- 
ing of a single closed loop was obtained since the fre- 
quencies of both In-put and output were the same.  4s the 
spacing between ribbon and hot wire was changed this fig- 
ure changed from a straight line to an ellipse, then to 
a circle, again to an ellipse, and finally to a straight 
line Inclined 90  to the first line.  This Indicated that 
the phaee between Input to the ribbon and output from the 
wire had changed by 180° and that the change in spacing 
between wire and ribbon wae i wave length.  With the os- 
cillograph serving as the indicator, wave-length measure- 
ments were thus reduced to a measurement of the distance 
moved by the hot wire.  The wave velocity wae then ob- 
tained by multiplying the wave length by the frequency of 
the oscillations. 
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During th« eourse of the work frequencies ranging 
fro« 10 to 260 oycles par second were used. 

0. Distribution of Amplitude acrovs Boundary Layor 

Since a theoretical dl 
the boundary layer has been 
VI-2D and table IV), the ac 
est ae a test of agreement 
Traverses across the bounda 
with a hot wire downstream 
air velocity, and distance 
platu chesen to conform to 
theoretical calculations we 
correspond to oscillations 
as follows: 

strlbutlon.of 
given by Schl 

tual dletrlbut 
betwoon theory 
ry layer were 
from the rlbbo 
from the leadl 
the conditions 
re made. Thee 
on the neutral 

.amplitude across 
lchting (sue sue. 
ion is of inter- 
and ozperice.it . 
therefore ar.du 
n with frequency, 
ng edge of the 
for which the 

e conditions 
curvo specified 

Conditions required by theory 

Branch B V 
I 

II 

894 

3070 

68.3 x 10~9 

42.4 
\ 

Experimental conditions 

R 

...—. s— 

"o* 

(fXt) "o 
(fps) 

Frequency 
Hlbbon Wire (cps' 

I 

II 

902 

2080 

61.4 x 10~6 

40.6 

0.75 

6.00 

1.09 

5.33 

41.8 

46.0 

103 

82 

(Ribbon about 0.009 in. from surface) 

The distributions are given in figure 21 with amplitude 
expressed In terms of u'/uo-  The solid curves show the 
theoretical distribution and the broken curves through the 
points show the observed distribution.  In both cases the 
traverses were made 4 inches behind the ribbon.  The vibra- 
tlenal amplitude of the ribbon was set arbitrarily and about 
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the same for branches I and II. To« ••aller values of 
u'/U0 la branch II result fro« the smaller offeot of the 
ribbon on the thicker boundary layer. Since the theoret- 
ical value« given by Schlichting were baeed on an arbi- 
trary average amplitude of u'/u0 • 0.06 from y « 0 to 
y » 0, Schlichting'a value* were reduced to give the av- 
erage found by experiment; that ie. areas under the.theo- 
retical curves vere aade equal to areae under the experi- 
mental curves from y  « 0 to y » 6. 

Although the general agreement between theory and ex- 
periment is good, perhaps the most striking confirmation 
of the theory is the 180 phase shift occurring at  y/6•• 
0.7.  Oh moving outward from the surface all oscillations 
disappeared at this point and farther out they reappeared 
but with phase opposite to those that had disappeared. 
This phenomenon is shown In a more striking manner by the 
eeclllograms In figure 23.  The pairs of traces are si- 
multaneous records of oscillations picked up by two wires» 
one of whloh was at a fixed distance of 0.085 inch from 
the surface (lower trace) and the other at varying dis- 
tances, beginning at 0.080 inch (upper traco). The simul- 
taneous rocrrds wore made possible by an oloctronlc switch 
that Impressed the separately ampllflod voltages of tho 
two wires »a  the oscillograph, alternately and In rapid 
succession.  The switching from one to tho other accounts 
for the dotted appearance of tho »race.  The waves aro In 
phase for the first four records; the amplitude of the 
upper wave decreases with each succeeding rocord to soro 
la the fifth.  Beginning with the sixth, an oscillation 
reappear• <i tho upper trace but 180° out of phaso with 
that in tho lower trace.  The oscillations In thaso records 
lie near the center of the amplification sono at S a 1730. 

The type of distribution shown in flguro 21, includ- 
ing the phas« reversal, was found for amplified, damped, 
and neutral frequencies and for oscillations as close as 
1 Inch behind tho ribbon and as far downstream as the os- 
cillations remained free from transition disturbances. 
The faot that the main features of tho distribution woro 
found 1 Inch bohlnd the ribbon shows that tho forced os- 
cillation* In the boundary layor very soea roach a steady 
state. 
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9. aapllfloatlon aad Damping 

Vaea the wir« wae kept at a fixed distance fraa the 
•urfaee and moved downstream froa the ribbon, the ampli- 
tude of the forced oscillation either Increased, decreased, 
er remained the same, depending on the frequency, the ve- 
locity, and the Reynolds number.  The amount of the chango 
vlth distance could he determined hy reading the moan- 
square value of the fluctuating voltago across the wire 
oa the output meter of the turbulence amplifier.  In or- 
der to eliminate at far as possible the extraneous dis- 
turbances introduced by turbulence and by the noise of 
the tunnel« the signal from the wire was passed through 
an electrical filter, which was tuned In each case to pass 
only a 6-cycle band around the frequency being measured. 
The results of a typical run with tfee ribbon at the 4- 
foet position are shown In figure 33.  In this figure 
x0  denotes a position Z  inches downstream from the ribbon. 
The ratio u'/uo' !• the square root of the moter roadlng 
at  x divided hy the square root of the meter roadlng at 

*o- 

aooordlng to equation (31) 

tU) 

or 

8.3 log. jü  r 
10 . • " J 

tU0) 
Pidt 

t(x) 

6idt 

t(xQ) 

\ 

Differentiating with respect to t and using the relation 
dx/dt where c_ Is the wave velocity, gives 

01 • 3.3 c, 
* (»«« & 

dx 
(39) 

The wave velocity 1« obtained by multiplying the measured 
wave leagth by the frequency.  If the changes in ul/ue-' 
vlth distance shown in figure 23 arc truly offoots of am- 
plification and damping, the slopes of th.6 curves in this 
figure serve to determine *t. 
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Before these «lopes oan be u««d with eenfldonoe, ef- 
fect« Introduced by the thickening of the layer vlth In- 
creating x and effect* from possible change« In the 
distribution across the layer alec with x    must he inves- 
tigated.  Error« can arise from these soureee because of 
the experimental procedure - namely, the determination of 
growth or decay of amplitude by varying the distance be- 
tween tho ribbon and the wire while keeping the wire at a 
fixed dietance from the surface,  from the evidence in 
section VII-30, changes in the distribution are email and 
can cause but little error; however, the Increase of S 
with x may give rise to an apparent amplification of 
damping, depending on the position of the wire In the 
layer.  In all cases in which data on amplification and 
damping were obtained, the wire was in the rising part of 
th« distribution, that Is, values of y/8  below those for 
maximum u'/u0 

ln figure 81.  Consequently, the increas- 
ing 8  with increasing x introduced an apparent damp- 
ing, whleh caused all obeerved amplification to be less 
than the true value and all observed damping tn be too 
groat.  If it is assumed that the inner part of the dis- 
tribution curve Is a straight line passing through tho 
origin, the magnitude of the error in Bj  calculated 
from equation (39) by use of observed slopes Is ^ ££. 
Any ourvatur* in the distribution curve like that shown 
between sero and the peak value of u'/^o in figure 21 

l o* 
lessons the error.  Since ~ -*- therefore represent! an 

3 X 
upper limit and since its value turned out to be about 
the order of the random deviation in reeults,  Bj was 
calculated by equation (39) with the use of the experi- 
mentally determined slopes without correction. 

In figure 33 the curve for 40 cycles per second shows 
damping throughout. As the frequency is inoreased am- 
plification takes place, reaches a maximum at 120 eyolos 
psr seoond, and then deereases until 180 cycles per seoond 
again shows damping.  In the range of Beynolds number rep- 
resented by this range in x,  all frequencies below about 
BO and above 180 oyoles per osooad are damped, while a 
band of amplified frequencies lies In between. 

Of oonslderable Interest are the frequencies for which 
there is neither amplification nor damping and the corre- 
sponding value« of B. This amount« to finding point« 
of sero slop« on curves like those «hown in figure 23. 
Suoh points were obtained from a number of runs at various 
wind speeds with th« ribbon at the 4-foo« position and 

V 
i 
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again with the ribbon 9 lachet from the leading edge. 
Values of Brv/TJ0

a and the corresponding values of S 

«or« computed and plotted In figure 24.  The aolld curve 
la again Schllehtlng'a neutral curve and the Broken eurvaa 
are those defined by the experlnentally determined polnta. 
the agreement le vary satisfactory, except for polnta above 

pr»/U0
a « -»00 x 10"8. 

By use of the measured wave length».  a6  was cal- 
culated for the neutral frequencies and the results were 
plotted on the wave-length diagram shown In figure 26. 
The solid curve Is Schllehtlng1a neutral curve and the 
broken curves are those defined by the experimental 
polnta.  Open circles denote points on branch II and closed 
circles, polnta on branch I. 

Still another type of representation Involving both 
frequency and wave length Is the diagram of  cr/U0 and & 
In figure 26.  The points and the broken curve« show the 
wave velocities fouad for the neutral oscillations.  The 
solid curve Is Schllehtlng's theoretical curve. 

It Is again pointed out that both branches of the 
theoretical curves In figures 24 to 26 meet the H-axia at 
8. x CD and thua extend beyond the region Indicated.  Tran- 
sition prevented experimental determinations above H * 
2800. 

The wave-length dlagraa Is repeated In figure 27 and 
this time shows, In addition to the theoretical neutral 
curve, the ourvea of equal amplification within the tone. 
These contourt were copied directly from a figure given 
by Schllehtlng In reference 4. The broken curvet are de- 
fined by the neutral polnte, which are not shown In thlt 
figure.  The points with the valuee opposite (all to be 

multiplied by 10"*) are the observed values of P^B /U0 
obtained from valuaa of tho elopes other than aero.  Nega- 
tive values signify damping. 

The distribution across the amplification tone at 
particular values of & is shown in figure 28. The theo- 
retical curves, drawn solid, are plotted fron values read 
from Schllehtlng1t figure in reference 4.  The broken 
curves aro drawn through the experimental points. 

The comparison between theory and experiment given in 
figures 24 to 28 shows, on the whole, better agroament than 

*•    -     . .   •••• -^.A^ • wS^-*     •»  -  T"--»,    ^.*-y- 
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nlfht be expected when it la considered that at the outset 
the very exleteace of euch phenomena had not been proved. 
The observed amplification ehovn In figures 27 and 28 it 
lee« than the theoretical, but it will be recalled that 
the theoretical calculation yielded accurate values only 
near the neutral curve.  In the neighborhood of the low 
Reynolds number limit the experimental inaccuracies are 
large because of the small amplification and damping. 
The maximum values of  Bru/U0 ,  a6*,  and  cr/U0  and the 
minimum value of B  for which amplification can occur a* 
determined approximately by experiment are compared with 
the theoretical limits in the following table: 

to 
t 

Ixperiment 
(apprcx.) 

Thee ry 
Schlichtlng Tollmien 

a 4S0 575 420 

*4 400 x 10"6 178 X 10"6 - 

* 
a« - 0.4 0.278 Q.367 

• 

0.43 about 0.42 0.425 

Tollmien's limiting values, on the whole, agree bet- 
ter with experiment than Schlichtlng's values.  A compar- 
ison of the experimental results in figure 25 with Toll- 
mien1* diagram of aB  plotted against  lt>610 

a 1& ref- 
erence 2 shows better agreement In general than with the 
corresponding diagram given by Schlichtlng in figure 25. 
Ilk spite of this, Schlichtlng1* results were used because 
they were more complete than Tollmien'a. 

*•-,-:' 
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TIXX. SFMCT OF 7USSUBK GHADISNT OB 

BOWDXar-LATBH OSCILLATIONS 

Tigure 29, obtained In connection 
work presented in section VI-1, «hows 
iur« gradient on naturally excited osc 
pressure distribution along a part of 
to the left in this figure. The reduc 
the region of falling pressure is very 
ated growth-of amplitude le evident In 
lag pressure. It was accordingly infe 
pressure gradients decreased ampllfica 
damping) of .the oscillations while pos 
creased amplification. A quantitative 
this effect was therefore undertaken w 
foroed on tho boundary layer by the vl 

with the earlier 
the effect of pros- 
illations.  Tho 
the plate is shown 
tlon of amplitude in 
marked,  Acceler- 
the region of rls- 

rred that negative 
tlon (or increased 
itlve gradients ln- 
investigation of 

ith oscillations 
orating ribbon. 

When the ribbon was in the 3-foot position, the reg- 
ular procedure of measuring amplifications and damping 
and of mapping the neutral curves was carried out for 
pressure distributions B, C, D, and 3  shown in figure 
30.  The corresponding pressure gradients are given in 
table V. 

In figure 30,  qx  Is the dynamic pr 
tanee  x from the leading edge while  q,0 
referenoe pressure.  Curve A shows one of 
for the condition generally termed "sero 
ent."  This condition was obtained by glv 
vergence to the adjustable side walls of 
her to' overcome the normal pressure drop, 
the ourve in the first 6 Inches was detor 
around the leading edge of the plate and 
changed but little by the setting of the 
also had little effect on the small looal 
•lnee these were found to be produced by 
of the surface.  Curve A is thus a condlt 
ent only when the length of the interval 
are properly ohosen.  With a pressure dis 
by curve A, ,the experimental valuos of 
bution and 8  were in good agreement wi 
valuee; hence, the approximation to sero 
ably sufficiently good. 

es sure at any dls- 
ls a convenient 

the distributions- 
pressure gradi- 
ing sufficient di- 
the working cham- 
The shape of 

mined by the flow 
hence could be 
walls.  The walls 
variations, 
slight wayines8 
ion of zero gradl- 
and the end points 
trlbutlon given 
velocity dlstri- 
th the Blasius 
gradient is prob- 

Curve B,  which shows the pressure rising along the 
plate, was obtained by giving the walls their greatest 
possible divergence.  Curve C, which shows tho pressure 

w.:». v. 
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falling, was obtained wits the wail* foralng a converging 
passage.  The steep positive gradient ehowa bjr eurv« 9 
was produced by a vertical airfoil placed 10 Inches froa 
the elde of the plate running froa the floor to the cell- 
lac of the tunnel, and the eteep negative gradient of 
curve X wae produced by blocking the etreaa with a ply- 
wood panel 3/4 lach thick and 38 lachee wld* extending 
from the floor to the celling placed parallel to and 10 
iaohee froa the plate. 

The reaulta obtained on the effect! of pressure gradi- 
ent are given in figure« 31 to 34 for dlotrlbuticac 3 
and 0 and will be discueeed in detail later in this sec- 
tion.  Corresponding figures for distribution« 9 aad M 
could not be obtained because of the large  effeet of 
these gradient« OB the oaclllatloae. With the large gra- 
dient s, the general lapreealoa given by observing the 
oaeillatlone was that amplification alwaya occurred in 
gradient 9 regardless ef the frequency and Reynolds 
auaber, while damping always occurred in gradleat X;  how- 
ever, this statement auat ba aomewhat qualified,  'or 
azaaple, in >  fluctuations of all frequencies were 
daapad for valuee ef B up to 2600, which wae the high- 
eat value obtainable with the ribbon at the 3-foot posi- 
tion.  It la quite possible that a sone of amplification 
lay beyond the range of the experiment.  In the case of 
gradient 9 the investigation had to be restricted to 
low Reynolds numbers beoause of the occurrence of transi- 
tion.  The few observations made here Indicated a possi- 
ble low Halt of Reynolde number below which damping oc- 
curred, but the results are In doubt because of a possi- 
ble seals effect on the airfoil ussd to produce the pres- 
sure gradient. The pressure rise may have been lessoned 
by laminar separation on the airfoil at the low veloci- 
ties aad the positive gradient aay have beeoae lees than 
that given by 9.  Accurate measurements of preesura dis- 
tribution at the low velocities was difficult. 

Before preeenting the results for the two saall gra- 
dients B and 0,  attention aust be cabled to the effect 
ef pressure gradient on 8 .  Since 6  entere lato- car-*, 
tain dlaenslonle.s« quantities used in plotting the re- 
aulta, it a actual value muat be known for each caae.  The 
value of 8  wae measured only for dlatrlbutiea B aad 
the reault was 

Obeerved 
Blaaiu« A 

4- - 1.09 at x - 3.33 ft 

..IMP1      —• V» 'JP 
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Vor distribution 0,  6  vti estimated by the aid of the 
Karman-Pohlhausen method by assuming a linear pressure 
distribution.  The validity of the method vai tosted by 
•aklng a similar calculation fgr B and obtaining good 
agreement with the aeaeured ft .  The estimated result 

for C  was: 
Calculated^'  „ 0>93 ^  %  „ 8 33 {% 

Blaslus 6 

She values of  &   for the Blaslus distribution were aul- 
tlplled by the above factors to give the value of ft  per- 
taining to gradients B and C. 

figure 31 le the much-used frequency diagram showing 
the results for zero, positive, and negative gradients 
of distributions A, B, and C,  respectively.  She solid 
curve Is the same ae the broken ourve of figure 24 for 
sero gradient, shown here without the experimental points. 
She points for negative gradient lie close to this curve; 
the points for positive gradient generally lie outside the 
•one of amplification for sero gradient.  She positive 
gradient has therefore widened the amplification sone as 
expected.  Contrary to expectation, the negative gradient 
failed to reduce the else of the sone.  Ho observations 
ware made below R = 800. 

Since wave lengths of the oscillations were measured, 
the data for these eaae frequencies are f*lven In a wave- 
length diagram (fig. 32) and a wave velocity diagram (fig. 
33).  Xt will be noted tha.t figure 3a Is unlike the usual 
wave-length diagram (for example, fig. 25) In that the Or- 
dinate Is now av/U0  Instead of aft.  Shis change was 
made In order to eliminate  6   from one of the coordi- 
nates and thereby to restrict errors occurring In the es- 
timated value of  6   with pressure gradient to the 
Reynolds number coordinate.  She new ordlnate le simply 
aft  divided by the Reynolds number, that Is, 

aft 

v 

. «ÜL 

In both figures 32 and 33, the solid curves are the exper- 
imentally determined neutral eurvee for sero gradient with 
the experimental points omitted. 
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figure« 32 sad 33, like figure 31, «bow an effect of 
the positive gradient but little or no effect of the nega- 
tive gradient. These figures show only the neutral points 
and so merely define the Boundaries of the amplification 
gene.  The effect of pressure gradient on the amplifica- 
tion within the tone is demonstrated in figure 34.  This 
figure, which is similar to figure 28 except that cones 
are from the frequency diagram Instead of the wave-length 
diagram, shows t*he distribution of amplification coeffl- 

actually —±—j    across the cones of figure 31 at 

certain fixed values of the Reynolds number.  The positive 
and negative pressure gradients signify as before -pres- 
sure distributions B and C,  respectively.  Tor compari- 
son, the experimental curves for sero gradient are given 
as solid lines.  The comparison is best made between pairs 
of curves having Beynolds numbers most nearly alike. 

ßa ft 
Since -*— increases with Beynolds number (see fig. 27), 

"o 
the difference between fi <*  1840 for sero gradient and 
B * 1610 for negative gradient may account for the re- 
duced amplification with negative gradient.  The failure* 
to show conclusively an effect of the small negative gra- 
dient may be due in part to the small local value of the 
gradient shown in table 7.  The difference between B » 
2200 for sero gradient and B « 2050 for positive gra- 
dient Is significant, since B = 2050 for sero gradient 
would lie below B •*  2200. 

\ 

\ 

XX. TfiaHSITION FBOH OSCILLATIONS TO TUBBT7LINCB, 

ZXBO PRESSURE GRADIENT 

The distinguishing feature of transition with low 
stream turbulence Is the occurrence of boundary-layer 
oscillations that grow until the layer becomes turbulent. 
Under such conditions, transition to turbulent flow Is 
simply transition from a particular type of oscillatory 
motion to turbulent motion.  The oscillations ars now un- 
derstood and the final step in an understanding of the 
origin of turbulence involves an investigation of this 
transition process. 

Although transition in highly disturbed flow does 
not fall into this category, the two are similar in that 

- 
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both bar« to do with th« effect 
enough to bring «tout turbulent 
•v«r, depend» on th« typ« of th« 
It« magnitude; «ad. a« ha« b««a 
turbanco doe« not have th« rando 
tlalljr large dt«turbaaea.  Iran« 
disturbance promlae« to b« of eo 
modern low-turbulence wind tunn« 

of a dl«turbaso« large 
flow.  Th« effect, how- 
dlaturbane« a« wall a« 
«hovn, an amplified dia- 
• character of an ini- 
ition from an amplified 
n«ld«rabla Importance la 
1« and In the atmosphere. 

The Titrating ribbon to produce eaelllatlon« and th« 
hot-wire apparatus to examine their development wer« suit- 
able tool« for th« Investigation of transition.  She rib- 
bon was placed at the 3-foot position and two hot wiroe 
at different distance« frpm th« surface wer« arranged 
for traversing parallel to the plat« through th« transi- 
tion region.  Th« Beyrolds number was always chosen so 
that th* undisturbed boundary layer (ribbon not vibrating) 
was laminar at the hot wires.  Representative samples of 
the result« obtained are shown In figures 35 to 37. 

figure 35 show« what happens at a fixed point 2.5 
feet downstream from the ribbon a« the vlbratlonal ampli- 
tude of the ribbon is varied.  The pair« of traces show 
simultaneously th« response of th« two wires.  The values 
of gain control setting on driving amplifier are roughly 
proportional to ribbon amplitude.  Th« amplitude of th« 
waves on the traces cannot be quantitatively related to 
fluatuatione of velocity because the sensitivity of th« 
wire« was unknown.  The sensitivities of th« two wlros 
war« different, and so comparison of amplitudes at inner 
and outer wires was impossible.  It is known, however, 
that velocity increases produce upward displacement of th« 
trace« and that velocity decreases produce downward dis- 
placement.  The direction of time in this figure Is from 
left to right. 

This figure shows that the boundary layer at a given 
point oan ba ohanged from laminar to turbulent by vary- 
ing ribbon amplitude and shows qualitatively the progres- 
sive nature of the change.  Examination of successive 
pair« of traces indicates that fairly regular waves first 
make their appearance, being first in phase at the two 
wires and later in the fifth and sixth rooord«, In and 
out of phase in rand.am fashion as the amplitude increases. 
The distances from the surface are such that an ln-phase 
oonditlon would be expected from the distribution of fig- 
ure 21.  A growing distortion of the waves than appear« 
until, in the seventh record, bursts of high-frequency 

\ 
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fluctuation» eceur. Th« latter, Identified by the jagged 
appearnnoe of th« tree«, are buret a of turbulence.  The 
final racord ahowa the completely turbulent atate. The 
dotted character of the traeea. due to the electronic 
•witoh, obliterates detaila of rapid fluctuation«,  a »in- 
liar aueeaaalon of change« ia ahown in figure« 36 and 37. 

In figure 36 alnultanaoua recorde are again shown, 
thla time from twn wirea on the aame mounting moved down- 
atream fron the ribbon while the amplitude of the ribbon 
remained fixed,  figure 37 »hows the «ame condition but 
for the two traeea photographed separately in order to 
eliminate the dotting effect of the electronic awlteh. 
Tha difference in the appearance of the record« In the»« 
two figure« i« due m^re to the different magnification 
than to the character of the traeea.  Slnae the frequency 
of 70 cycle« per «eeend i« amplified by the boundary layer, 
the amplitude increase» downstream and increasing distance 
1« in .one respect like increasing ribbon amplitude in fig- 
ure 35.  The two cases are not equivalent, however, be- 
cause the boundary-layer thickness lnereaaea from reoord 
to reoord in figures 36 and 37. 

V 

From calibration data, obtained 
figure« 36 and 37, it waa possible to 
ular displacements on the record to a 
la the mean velocity at the poeltion 
two percentages are indicated at the 
an upward displacement Indicating an 
ward displacement a decrease from the 
at $he hot wire.  The percentage« are 
roeorda In figure 36. 

in connection with 
relate two partlo- 
percentage change 

of the wire.  Thee« 
right of each trace, 
increase and a down- 
mean- local velooity 
the aame for all 

Tor fluctuation« a« large aa moat cf those ahowa, it 
la not possible to Indicate the aero- or mean-velocity 
position of the traee.  This 1» boeauae of the nonlinear 
characteristics of the hot wire whloh producoa greater 
displacement« of the trace for velooity decreases than for 
increases.  A certain amount of distortion and some error 
in the record« will result from thla effect.  It ia cer- 
tain, however, that oreata are above the moan velocity 
while trougha are belbw the mean and the distance between 
the two is approximately the double amplitude. The seal« 
at the right furnishes a measure of the double amplitude. 

In tho succession of change« ocourrlng from point to 
point through the tranaltion region, the oscillations 
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first lnoreaae la amplitude and, one« large, undergo In- 
creasing amounts of distortion. Turbulence appoars at 
flrtt la thort intervals of the trace aad finally for tho 
fall length of tho trace. Bandonness occurs gradually, 
aad tale suggests a ooatlauoua traaaltlon fron wave to 
turbulent motion.  It li aot difficult to imagine a proe- 
aaa bora like that often aaauoed for tho formation of 
eddlea froa a free vortex sheet. The sheet la Imagined 
to take flret a warelike character, then aa the wave grows 
to curl up lato discrete eddlea.  The disturbed laminar 
boundary layer may be regarded as a wavy vortex layer with 
the wave progressively increasing la amplitude and dis- 
torting until dlserete eddlee are formed.  The eddies 
theaeelves are unetable and soon break up Into a diffusive 
type of motion which eharacteritee turbulent flow.  If 
the validity of this picture ie granted, transition is 
understood when the wave motion le understood. An under- 
standing of transition is therefore close but only close 
because the wave motion la understood only when the am- 
plitude la small,  furthermore, the important question 
eeaeerniag where along tha surface eddlea firat form la 
atill unanawered. 

another prooeaa may alao be imagined.  It will be 
noted in figuree 35 to 37 that tranoltlon takea place in 
a more orderly manner at the greater distance from the 
aurfaoe.  Hera turbulence appeare in certain parts of the 
wave oycle, generally in the sharp-pointed low-velocity 
part of the cycle.  This behavior lends support to the 
•lev held by some investigators that transition occurs 
when the flow comes to rest or reverses direction near 
tha surface (separation point).  While the aoplltudee 
shown do not reach the neeeesary 100 percent, it seems 
possible that this value would be found at some point near- 
er the surface.  Against this argument le the fact that 
the reoords made noarer the eurface do not show the turbu- 
lent bursts confined to the low-velocity side of the ey- 
ole.  She argument le further weakened by the possibility 
of aeeoUntlng for the observed offecta.at tho greater y- 
values by the difference between the distribution of mean- 
velocity characteristic of a laminar layer and that char- 
acteristic of a turbulent layer.  This la to aay, that 
tho obaerved effect la sausod by the turbuleneo rather 
than a cause of the turhulenco. 

The idea of transition by separation has been formu- 
lated by Taylor (reference l) by assuming lntormittont 
separation or near separation to be caused by the looal 
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preeeure gradients aecoapanying dieturbaneee. The assuap- 
tlon If that separation la imminent when tha larman- 
Pohlhausen parameter A.  derived fron pressure «radiant» 
altbar eteady or fluctuating, raaehaa a eartain negative 
value.  A ataady adveraa pressure gradient large enough 
to eauae laminar separation la known to bring about tran- 
sition rather than complete aeparatlon when the Reynold» 
number la sufficiently high.  By analogy. Intermittent 
aeparatlon Is supposed to have the same affect.  Vor Iso- 
tropie turbulence In the surrounding flow the fluctuating 
prasaura gradient la known In terms of aeaaurable quanti- 
ties, namely, u'  and the acala. Taylor'a relation la 

U„ (JJ 
1/8 

T(BX) 

where L Is tha scale and F(SX)  expresses a funotlon of 
the x-Seynolds number of transition. 

Zn essence Taylor's relation rests on the concept of 
velocity fluctuations Impressed on tho boundary layer frea 
presaures outside.  When velocity fluctuations belong to 
the natural wave in the boundary layer, Taylor's relation 
ean have little bearing on the problem. There Is there- 
fore no theory connecting oscillations to transition.  The 
idea of transition by aeparatlon leads to the concept that 
transition reaults when the u-oomponent of tha wave geta 
sufficiently large to reverse the flow near the surface. 
A lack of knowledge regarding large-amplitude waves re- 
sults in a lack of information concerning the point where 
transition will occur. 

It has not been proved that aeparatlon Is a necessary 
eondition for transition, figure lit where a slight re- 
versal near the surface 1« indicated by a frequency dou- 
bling In the lower part of the cycle In the trace at 4 
feet, gives evidence that reversal alone Is not a suffi- 
cient condition.  Perhaps the former ploture, based on 
tho analogy to tha vortex sheet le the more accurate one. 

Since the Taylor relation is not applicable when 
transition results from amplified waves, the average scale 
Of the initial disturbance Is important only Insofar as It 
is related to the spectrum of the disturbance.  The. fre- 
quency distribution of the Initial disturbance Is of great 
Importance, alnce amplification finally seleete only a 
very narrow band of frequencies froa all those initially 
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present to brine about transition.  The presence or absence 
of frequencies near this amplified band la obviously «ere 
important than the total energy of the dlaturbanee. 

Only en the baala of certain prominent frequency baada 
In the »tream turbulence can figure 7 be explained.  The 
reasoning is as follows:  If no disturbances were present, 
theoretically transition should net occur.  The pairs if 
curTes In figure 7 ahould then approach >z • m    for sero 
turbulence.  On tha baala of amplification of Initial dis- 
turbances In which all frequenclea are preaent, equatlcn 
(33) suggests that the curves defining the transition re- 
gion should fall rapidly at first and then at a progres- 
sively diminishing rate ae the turbulence le further in- 
creased.  Actually, the opposite trend is shown in figure 
7.  figure 8 shows that not all frequenclea are represented 
alike and, furthermore, that noise la responsible frr many 
Of the peaks shown.  As the present turbulence was de- 
creased by tha addition of damping screens, the ratio of 
nolaa to true turbulence waa increased.  Vhlle the total 
anargy of tha dlaturbanee was deeraaaed, the energy in 
oartaln frequency baada may actually have been increased. 
A reduction of nolaa might have greatly altered figure 7. 

X. CONCLUSION 

Laalnar-boundary-layer oscillations are the velocity 
fluctuations that raault from a wave traveling downotroaa 
through the boundary layer. The characteristics of thla 
wava have been measured and good agreement with theory haa 
baen obtained.  The wave may bo eet up either by a vibrat- 
ing object In the boundary layer, auch aa a vibrating rib- 
bon, or by disturbances from the outside, such aa stream 
turbulence and aound.  When the dlaturbanee la random or 
nearly random and contains many frequenclea, amplification 
and damping Isolate a wave containing a narrow band of 
frequencies in the neighborhood of the frequency moat high- 
ly amplified. 

A wave in the boundary layer constitutes a disturbance 
that will eause tranaition on a flat plate with sero pres- 
sure gradient when the amplitude la sufficiently large.  A 
sufficiently large random dlaturbanee will also causa tran- 
aition.  Vhen random Initial disturbances are so small that 
transition la delayed until values of H %  2000 have been 
reached, sufficient amplification can occur from the ax- 
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psrlaentally established lower Halt B • 450, to 
X 5 2000 to give rise to a recognisable oscillation. 
Larger Initial disturbances obeeure the oselllatlons by 
irregular fluctuations of coaparable magnitude. 

Batumi dleturbances may ba sound wares aa wall aa 
turbulence.  Turbulence generally haa a «ore nearly ran- 
dom dletrlbution of energy with frequency than sound.  la 
•lev of the iaportanee of frequency, sound diaturbanoea 
with a concentration of energy in frequency bands that are 
highly amplified by the boundary layer may be aore con- 
ducive to early transition than turbulence.  This la la- 
pertant In free flight where turbulence la probably negli- 
gible but where engine and propeller nolae la preaent In 
large amounts. 

The effeot of pressure gradient on the oeclllatloao 
la a practicably Important phase of the problem about whloh 
aere aheuld be known. Little aore haa been done here than 
to ehow the direction of the effect and to give some idea 
of ita magnitude. The results are la accord with theory, 
which also la Incomplete In thla roapeet. 

Other aapeeta of the problem reaaln to be Investi- 
gated.  One of these having practical importance la the 
effect of curvature. The importance of boundary-layer os- 
clllatlons on airfoils cannot'be deterained until effecte 
of curvature ae well aa pressure gradient are known. 
Other quantltlee associated with the wave but not investi- 
gated are v and uv. A study of these quantities would 
be interesting as a further eheok on the theory, although 
hardly necessary to identify the oscillations and their 
characteristics in view of the information derived froa 
studies of u. 

It ie possible that boundary-layer oscillations aay 
arise froa Internal diaturbanoea aa well aa froa external 
diaturbanoea - that la,- from surface irregularities and 
vibration of the aurfaoe. A randomly distributed saall 
roughaesa may produce effects similar'to small amounts of 
turbulence In the air stream.  Small ridges or waves in 
the surface aay start osoillatlons when the spacing is near 
aoae amplified wave length. Vibration of the surface, like 
sound, aay oroduce oselllatlone, especially when the fre- 
quency ia near some'amplified oscillation frequency.  An 
Investigation of these and other phases of the problea 
will throw additional light on the laportant problea of 
transition. 

National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. C. 
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TAJM  X 

mmvjMQM vzn six DAMPIKO SCRIMS IS SMMISG CHAKBIH 
[Measurements  at   tingle   eta'tlon In working chaaberj 

'o 

'(fpe) (peroent) 

30 

40 

60 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

110 

180 

T' W« /l/g(u'a  » v'a  » w'a7| 
tr8 u0 IT ' 

0.019 

.031 

.024 

.037 

.030 

.033 

.036 

.037 

.040 

.046 

(percent) 

0.011 

,030 

.033 

.036 

.030 

.036 

.039 

.043 

.044 

,046 

(percent) 

0.013 

.019 

.030 

.031 

.036 

.033 

.037 

.041 

.048 

.047 

(peroent) 

0.0146 

.0300 

.0334 

.0348 

.0387 

.0334 

.0371 

.0401 

.0430 

.046» 
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TABU XX 

roSJDXWO» VXIB 8XX »ANFXBO SOBXBBS BOUOVS9 

BT OBS BOLTIBO CLOTH  IB SITT1IBO  OHAKBBS 
[Meaeureaente «t  elngle  atatlon In vorkin* ehaaberj 

"o 
v4/3(u»» • ••* + »'•) 

üo 
(fps) (percent) (percent) (percent) (peroeat) 

30 0.018 0.013 0.009 0.0136 

40 .019 .018 .010 .0143 

60 .031 .014 .016 .0169 

60 .036 .018 .016 .0804 

70 .039 .030 .017 .0336 

80 .033 .033 .018 .0861 

»0 .037 .036 .080 .0386 

100 .040 .039 .033 .0818 

110 .044 .034 .036 .0863 
, 

r 
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TABU XZZ 

THBOBBSXOAI, VATS PABAMSTSBS  JOE BOTJRAI OSOZIIAMOM 

AOOOBSZVO SO  8CHM0HTIHO  (BiriHSVCl 4) 

°r 
»0 

Branch Z Branch Zl 

B at* JTT x  10 B «8* 

0.800 7300 0.077 3.14 37,600 0.149 0.79 
.360 3010 .101 8.39 13,000 .188 3.93 
.300 1630 .139 36.3 4,640 .333 14.4 
.336 1160 .143 40.4 3,390 .338 33.6 
.860 893 .169 63.3 3,070 .361 43.4 
.376 736 .181 93.3 1,430 .364 69.7 
.400 633 .306 139.6 1,030 .374 107.4 
.430 606 .389 166.7 713 .373 161.0 
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TA1U ZT 

raioistiOAi nonukz. OIOZLUTZOWI TAXMM 

ntOM  S0HZ.IGHIIO   (MFIHIICI 6) 
[for *••»(• u'/Vo • O.OB **••«» y/>  • 0 to y/6 • l] 

6 io s- 100 — K 

Brax ich Z; a, 894;   «6*, 0.169 
0 0 0 0 

.060 .448 .0646 -.033 

.090 .647 .168 -.061 

.130 .804 .387 -.166 

.170 .933 .434 -.169 

.30» 1.006 .606 -.140 

.380 1.016 .796 -.109 

.390 1.003 .973 -.064 

.370 .864 1.333 -.033 

.481 .689 1.606 -.0076 

.631 .634 1.830 0 

.613 .371 1.964 0 

.693 .344 3.098 0 

.774 .131 3.170 0 

.684 .007 3.193 0 

.936 .103 3.180 0 

1.016 .311 3.108 0 

1.1 .303 3.037 0 

1.3 .193 1.936 0 

1.3 .'186 1.849 0 

1.4 .176 1.763 0 

1.6 .168 1.681 0 
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fAMIM IT -  (Continue*) 

MlOMHOAi VSUtBAX. OIOXUAfXOI« tiXMM 

raoN SOHLICHISO (»m»oi e) 

s 
tt' 

10 So" 100 &7 X 

Branch XX; S, 2070;   at •    0.361 
0 0 0 0 
.039 .661 .0666 
.064 .937 .314 -.131 
.074 1.038 .369 -.170 
.106 1.108 .696 -.191 
.167 1.137 1.038 -.146 
.309 1.086 1.446 -.076 
.360 .998 1.766 -.010 
.390 .906 3.04 -.016 
.670 .686 3.60 -.019 
.461 .604 3.87 0 
.631 .340 3.10 0 
.613 .306 3.36 o 
.693 .087 3.36 0 
.774 .033 3.37 0 
.364 .133 3.33 0 
.936 .316 3.33 0 

1.016 .306 3.11 0 
1.1 .393 3.936 0 
1.3 .373 3.73 0 
1.3 .363 3.63 0 
1.4 .334 

.318 
3.36 0 

1.6 3.18 0 

8» » 0.3418 
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ffABLI T 

»18SVBI OSAOZMTf  (~- |~) 

»lotrloutloa 
AT «raff« gradient 
fro« 1 to 6 ft 

(poreoat) 

looal gradient 
(percent) 

A -0.11 -0.78 fro» 4 to 6 ft 

3 1.63 3.48 froa 3 to 3.67 ft 

0 -3.38 -1.36 froa 3 to 3.67 ft 

8 13.0 froa 3 to 3.67 ft 

1   -9.8 froa 3 to 3.67 ft 

q*     dynaalo prtnuri  outtldo boundary layer at 3.33 foot 
froa leading edge  of plate 

P      prooouro aoar  surface at dlotaaoo    x    froa loading 
edge 

Vote that prooouro gradient aad dynaalo prooouro gradient 
hare opposite  olcao.     (8oo  fig.  30.) 
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Tlga.  1.3 

figure 1.- II»ratIon via« of 4 1/3-foot 
»lad tunnel. 

figure 2.- Pltot-etatlo »urfeoe tub« ueed to oeaeure preeeure distribution «ad poal- tloa of transition. 
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«gur. 6.- Rubbar-.uapan.ion type 
mounting« with hot-alra head* attached. 

Figur* 6.- Sled-like not-»ire nead arranged for 
two hot »irea. 
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U0 • 80 ft per sec. Time interval between dots • 1/30 sec. 
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Figure 13.- Zone of amnlifiestion enclosed by neutral curve according to 
Schlichting. Theoretical total amplification from branch I to 

branch II as indicated. Exuerimental Dointa from frequency of oscillations 
found on oscillogram*.  3ranches I and  II of neutral  curve meet R-nxis at R< 
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Figure 14.- Relative sound intensity from loudspeaker in ceiling of working 
chamber at leading edpe of plate, measured along center S inchee 

from plate. U0 = 0. Frequency = 48 CDS. 
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Figure 15.- Relative sound intensity from loudspeaker in ceiling-, of working 
chamber at leading edge of plate, measured along center 7-  inches 

fpom plate. Frequency = 60 cps. 
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Figure 16.- Boundary layer oscillations excited by loudspeaker. Points show 
sound frequency giving maximum amplification. Curve outlines 

theoretical amplification »one. (See Figure 13). 
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Figur» 17.- Regeneration frequencies resulting from feedback from hot «ire 
in boundary layer to loudspeaker. Curve outlines theoretical 

amplification zone. (See Figure 13). 
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Figure 18.- Oscillations excited by sound through hole in plat*. Points show 
regeneration frequencies resulting from feedback from hot wire in 

boundary layer to head phone. Hot wire moved fore and aft along line 3A6 inch 
below hole. U0 = 23 ft per sec. 
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Figure 19.- Middle frequencies of regeneration, »ire far from hole, taken 

from curve» of type shown in Firure If-. Curve outlines theoretical 
amplification zone. Lines from noints show length of amolification path. 
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Figure 20.- Wave-lenrth diagram showing zone-of amplification according to 
Sohlichting. Points show values of«6*for frequencies of Figure 19. Line* from points show path of amplification. 
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Figure 82.- Oscillograms «bowing phase reversal in u-component 

of oscillations excited by vibrating ribbon. Simul- 
taneous records from two bot wires located one foot downstream 
from ribbon. Lower trace - hot wire 0.055 inch from surface. 
Upper trace - hot wire at various distances from surface. 
Ribbon 3 feet from leading edge. Frequency • 70 ops. u * 42 ft 
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Figure 24.- Frequency of neutral oscillations 

excited in boundary layer by 
vibrating ribbon. Solid curve is neutral curve 
according to Sohlichting. Broken curve» are 
neutral curves defined by experimental point*. 
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Figure 25.- Wave-length of neutral oscillation? excited in boundary layer by 
vibrating ribbon. Solid curve is neutral curve according to 

Sehlichting. Broken curve« are neutral curves defined by experimental pointa. 
Closed circles-branch I. Open circles-branch II. 
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boundary layer by vibrating ribbon. Solid curve 

—ia neutral curve according to Sehlichting. Broken curve? are 
neutral curves defined by experimental points. Closed 
circles- branch T. Open circles- branch II. 
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distribution B and negative gradient from distribution C of Table V. 
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of turbulence from oscillations produced by 
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